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1. SUMMARY' 

1. 

-BNIL was contracted to study . the application of an 
innovative microwave radio system concept as part of the 
Department of Communications' Rural CommunicationsiProgram. The 

• contract loes divided intO two parte: 

Ah engineering study'to identify the requirements 
and trade-offs of the overall system in order to 

, provide a practical and cost ,-effective design; to 
develop cost-estimates;- and evaluate the system 
Over sample routes, in cooperation with Canadian 
telephone companies, to assess the technical and 
ecOnomic validity:  of the concept. 

2) 	An.experimental program to assemble and test a 
Rural Microwave Radio transmitter and receiver to 
demonstrate the concept viability and provide 
technical and cost  inputs for the systeme 
engineering study. 

The BNR program extended, over a period of 14 months and 
followed activities defined in BNR proposal P84 and DOC contract 

•OST 77-00067. The làterim Report covering the first six monthe 
-work was issued in darcà 1978. This is the Final RePort and . 
incorporates the-concluding eight months -wOrk in the MNR program 
'which co;rered: 

• dodulation and multiplexing alternatives. 

• Analysis of potential telephone company routes 
-(offered for the evaluation exercise). 

Technical and cost models. 

• Evaluation of the system over selected telephone 
company routes. 

• Tests on the experimental hardware constructed. 

• Evolution of the concept. 

1.2 	SYSTEMS ENGINEERING STUDY 

The system model gas developed in the Interim Report. 
The concept of .a digital carrier system using analog repeaters 
was evolved and the need for low antenna siipport structures 
identified.. ',Typical capacitieeranged - from 1 to 8 DS-1 rate 
equivalent, for the two applications;.trunk and feeder routes. 
Average system lengths were <50- km using hop lengths of 
approximately 10 km. 

• 
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In this Final Report, an examination of modulation 
techniques concludes that digital modulation should •be employed 
and tnat two 'optimum' choices exist Which have almost identical 
performance and cost characteristics: Fast Frequency Shift Keying 
(FFSK) and Offset Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (Offset QPSK). 
nultiplexing choices depended on the system application. For 
higher capacity trunK systems (up to - 8 DS-1 rate) a conventional 
multiplex scheme was recommended which used individual 1 DS-1 
plug-in modules to give the required capacity. Although the 
design of the multiplex interface would be integrated with the 
radio, the multiplex would generally be located separately  from  
the radio. For feeder applications (1 to 2 DS-1 rate equivalent 
capacity), a 2 DS-1 multiplex would be incorporated in the .modem 
which modulates (or demodulates) the traffic at tue required raie 
onto (or - from) the intermediate frequency (i.±.) of 70 MHz. 70 
nàz is the interface if.  of the radio. 
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. : The Technical - and Cost models used three time-frames; - 
 1978, 1982, and 1985. These time-frames were chosen to..represent 

the:time df the first hardware model, the tiàe the first 
operational system.would be installed, and the time at which 
_contintiods development and emerging technology would have a 
significant impact on  the System . concept. 

Upon:examination of the .possible rf propagation problems 
on.the path, it was conCluded that rain attenuation did not . 
.significantly degrade the:availability.of systems in the Prairie 
Provincése - the.daritimes, or B.C., although in : areas of high 
rainfall:rates, (e.g., the Ottawa River Valley), higher power 
options would be necessary  or  systems exceeding 50 km in length 
to acàieve very2high availability figures f(>99.96%), In.all 
cases, 18 GHz radio systems could be .built using standard ' 
technology tci meet the performance requirements. In.some cases, 
where availabil•ty requirements can berelaxed (e.g., through the 
use of facility diversity or on  1oW-cost 'thing routes),.very 

_long hop systels showed excellent promise. 

Equipment reliability was shown to be a crucial item. 
.1f the mean-time between failure (MTBF)-of a repeater fell below 
100,000 hours, -  the 'equipment availability rather than propagation 
effects tended to set the system availability. 

• A combination of two features of.the emerging technology 
will have a major impact on the  projected 18 ,GHz* system. First, 
the increased reliability-of components . and subSystébs Will 
enable .a two-way repeater to exceed an MTBF"of one million hours 
by 1982. - Second, the downward trend in prime power requirements 
and in the cost of remote power sources wilLenable totally 
self-contained radio systems to be installed. Both features will 
greatly enhance the capabilities of the 1B-GHz Rural Microwave 
Radio. 

The Cost models showed.that the radio and antenna 
subsystem costs were the major single item in the system costs. 
Typical costs of a 1978 technology two-way repeater were in the 
order of $30,000 installed, of which $15,000 was for the radio 
and antenna subsystems. Terminal multiplex costs added about 
$10,000 per two-way installation, giving the overall cost - of a 
100 km trunk system, (using 10 ka hop-lengthà), in the region of 
$300,000 (1978). The need to reduce system costs led- - to the 
adoption of higher . antenna towers, (to achieve longer hopà over 
obstructing terrain), and the elimination, where possible, of 
intermediate repeaters. 

Five route evaluations were condUcted; one East of 
Edmonton•in the AGT netmort and the other four around Barrie, 
Ont., in the ,Bell Canada netwOrk. The AGT route evaluation 
studied an office consolidation plan for - interconnecting six 
outlying-COs with a central CDO, while all four Bell Canada 
routes.were for proposed DMS-1 systems. Except for a small part 
of one DMS-1 route, .and tne odd very short hop in the 
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consolidataion plan (to avoid path obstructions), the Rural - - 
Microwave Radio was cheaper to install than either new cable or 
an equivalent 2 GHz radio system. 

On long trunk systems (50-100 Km), radio systems  are  - 
usually much càeaper than equivalent capacity cable systems. 
Comparing the use of 18 Gilz and 2 GHz radios on these long 
routes, there are always trade-offs to be made of cost vs 
availability. If all factors vere to be included in the 
comparison, however, the much greater flexibility of the 18 GHz 
system vould usually prevail. 

A design cost-goal of $12,000 (1978) per two-way 
repeater, inclusive of all costs, is set as the, break-point in 
the future evolving system. At this cost level, which includes 
self-contained remote powering, system route planning becomes 
almost independent of outside constraints and the Rural Microwave 
Radio should prove as easy to plan and install as the more 
traditional vf copper pairs. 
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. INTRODUCTION 

The  Interim Report(s) identified two basic telephony' 
applications for the rural microwave radio: trunk systems (office 
to office cOnnections)'and feeder systems (office to 
end-distribution system connections). Both systems acted as 
digital carriers and permitted  simple drop-and-insert  facilities 
at intermediate  sites, as required. 

Throughout the interim study program, the basic 
philosophy had three principal objectives: 

-identify and aim for the maximum market  

-aim to provide basic service at minimum  cost 

-build in maximum flexibility. 

To.meet these objectives, the .radio design was directed (for the 
initial systems) to networks carrying uP to 8 DS-1 rate 
equivalent traffic oVer distances up to 50 km; it was decided to 
utilize unprotected systems; and the radio. was designed as an 
analog repeater for maximum flexibility. The system model 
visualized hoplengths and system-lengths of 10 km and-up to 100 
km,  respectively, withantenna . support structures of about 9 to 
18 m high.. A radio frequency of 18Gliz was selected . after an 
analysis of the factors influencing design, implementaticin.,.and 
cost. . 

To utilize the radio system as economically as possible, 
careful consideration must be taken of the mOdulation and 
multiplexingaaternatives. These considerations and conclusions 
are  reported in Section 5. 

with this information, and tue earlier work reported in 
the Interim Report(s), the hardware evaluation model vas 
constructed. Work in this area-is reported in Section 6 and 
Section 11. 

Section 7 evaluates the potential trade-off areas in 
both technology and economics, and presents Technical and Cost 
dodels which may be used to design an 18 Gaz Rural dicrowave 
Radio route. 

Telephone Company data are reviewed in Section 8, 
together wtih the modified criteria used to select the routes for 
evaluation-. The evaluation exercise over the AGT and Bell Canada 
routes is given in Section 9. 

Section 10  projects possible evoiutionarY trends of the 
Rural,Microwave Radio and identifies various maintenance, 

-:construction, and cost areas.which shOuld receive further ' 
attent ion.  
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L. CONCLUSIONS 

The system model was •accurate in predicting typical hop 
and system lengths.( 56 ) The  system model, however, underestimated 
the height required for the antenna support Structures. This did 
not turn out to be a critical factor because the radio and 
antenna subsystem costs accounted for almost 50% of the total 
system costs and this dominance of system cOsts tended to alloW a 
certain degree of flexibility in other areas. 

- The 18 GHz Rural Microwave Radio was shown to be. 
technically viable in all climatic conditions which occur 
throughout Canada. The 18 Gilz radio system planning is expected 
to be extreMely simple due to the anticipated simplification of 
licensing procedures and coordination. Additionally, the high 
diiffraction loss at 18 Gaz will,enable  the same channel: 
frequencies to De re-used in regions quite >close together. 

The Rural Microwave Radio can be engineered to give any 
requiredavailability, but availability, can be traded for 
substantial cost savings (lip to  33% of  unprotected  system Costs). 
In most rural routes an unprotected transmission system appears 
to approach the optimum in cost-effectiveness. 

• The projected installed-cost economics of the Rural 
dicrowave Radio are excellent. In nearly all cases it is. cheaper 
than new cable systems', and generally coMpetitive,with 
conditioned cable_systems, for systems exceeding around 10 km in 
length. The exceptional flexibility also enables .it to compete 
very successfully with 2 GHz radio systems on all routes except 
those involving very àigh single-system-availability requirements 
over distances exceeding 50 Km. 

• The lack of reliable prime power may be a major concern 
in planning some rural routes. This prOblem will probably 
disappear when reliable, low-power, low-cost, self-contained, 
remote power sources become available in the early 80s. An 
integrated radio/power source structure will greatly facilitate 
the route designers task. 

Maintenance of the Rural Microwave -Radio will need to 
receive close attention, even though the anticipated MTBF of a 
two-way repeater will be in excess of one million hours. (I.e., 
less than one failure in 114 years. Statistically, with a 
network-of 114 repeater sites, only one will fail per year, on 
average).. 

Future wOrk (outside thé scope of this contract), should 
concentrate on rèducing the.cpst of the overall system, 
particularly the radio and antenna subsystem. If the momentum of 
the work.can be maintained, it should be possible to conduct a 
technical evaluation/field trial in 1980 over representative 
routes. 
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5. MODULATION AND MULTIPLEiING TECHNIQUES 

5.1 	- INTRODUCTION - 
• 

Modulation and multiplexing  techniques are  to some 
extent interrelated.  A.  modulation technique which is simple to 
implement may cause the multiplexing options to be restricted to 
complex solutions, or vice versa. Likewise, a combination of 
theoretically simple modulation and multiplexing techniques may 
place impractical technical demands on other equipment, such as 
tue radio-frequency (rf) amplifier. The modulation technique 
will determine to a large extent the overall system performance, 
the complexity... and cost of the equipment,  and the  resistance of 
the system to outside interference. For these-reasons modulation 
techniques are considered to be more important than multiplexing 
options, and m111 therefore,,be considered first. Multiplexing 
alternatives will be discussed in the light of the choice of a 
modulation scheme. 

5.2 MODULATION  TECHNIQUES 

5.2.1 	Analog or Digital Modulation 

The transmission of multiplexed telephony channels has 
traditionally been performed using analog  techniques due to the 
simple realization  of. analog systems emploYing essentially linear 
thermiônic deviCes. In Canada, because of its geography, 
long-haul analog radio systems were preferred in general to 
equivalent capacity cable systems, and a-family of Northern 
Telecom Ltd. (NTL)• and other supplierst radio systems evolved to 
meet the traffic requirements (e.g.., Collins, GTE, RA-1, RA-3 
types).(')  Analog carrier systemS, however, have one-basic 
problem to •overcome: .how , to. ,copein a-Universal manner with the 
wide•range of signal levels and bandwidths (e.g., voice and 
video) wàich must pass through the switching and transmission 
stages. In comparison, a digital system,, is concerned only with 
the handling of bits which have the same characteristics 
regardless of the traffid being carried. 

• The cost of a digital mutliplex is-significantly•less 
than that of an analog multiplex. This cost advantage, together 
with the potential performance -advantages( 3  41  of digital 
transmission systems, nas led to the general acceptance that the 
future'telecommunications network will be all digital. 
Additionally, the use of digital techniques enables the switch to 
àe removed-from the central office and placed in the field(al), 
with a consequent reduCtion in , subscriber voice-frequency (VF) 
loop costs. This is the concept of distributed switchinT,( 2 ) 

Digital modulation techniques have therefore been 
selected for the Rural Microwave Radio to permit easy integration 
into a future all-digital network; to give added flexibility in 
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regard to handling different types of traffic; and to take 
advantage of the superior performance of digital modulation when 
using nonlinear amplifiers. The penalty incurred in choosing 
digital modulation techniques is the increased bandwidth required 
for a given message channel. Methods of reducing the bandwidth 
requirements, at some cost in additional signal-to-noise ratio 
needed, are discussed in later  sections.. 

Note: 	however, that digital data traffic may appear periodic, 
which may cause synchronization errors. To overcome this 
problem, scramblinelsa should be used. Additionally, if 
a bipolar bit stream is input (e.g., DS-1 rate data), the 
bit stream would require conversion to Non Return to Zero 
(NRZ) format before scrambling and modulating. 

5.2.2 	Regenerative Techniques 

In a digital system, the errors propagate through the 
systeà. If, however, the signal is regenerated at each repeater, 
then provided the incoming signal-to-noise ratio at each repeater 
is sufficiently high, the final signal will be virtually error , 
free. In essence, the biterror-rate OER) of a-regeneratively 
repeated digital system is only as bad as the worst hop whereas, 
in an analog system, repeater noise is additive. Regeneration 
techniques, however, dictate that the format and bit-rate of the 
incoming traffic be-accurately knovn. To change the digital 
capacity requires that the regeneration device be changed. This 
restricts the flexibility of the system and increases the cost. 
In the proposed Rural Microwave.Radio, cost and, to a lesser 
extent, flexibility are overriding considerations-es) The Rural 
Nicrowave Radio must be low-cost and easily applied to a wide 
variety  of routes and capacities with the minimum of 
modification. To prevent expensive repeater modirications every 
time route capacity is changed, and to allow standardization of 
equipment, analog repeaters should be used, with a bandwidth and 
system-gain compatible with all the likely digital traffic and 
hop-lengths. It is therefore proposed that the Rural Microwave 
Radio utilize digital modulation over analog repeaters. Repeater 
noise will be cumulative but, with the system lengths 
expectedes), performance margins will be adequate in all cases. 

5.3 	CHOICE OF DIGITAL MODULATION 

Initial design considerations are the data rate of the 
information to be transmitted and the probability of the signal 
being degraded in the channel.( 6)  I BER of 10-4  is generally 
taken as the outage threshold for voice transmission( 7 ) and the 
signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) required to meet this objective can 
be readily calculated for any given modulation and spectrum 
occupancy; for example( 6  e a). Figure 5-1 (taxen largely from 
Reference 6) gives some  BER  probabilities for various modulation 
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- techniques and  Sb/-no ratios.'..Various digital modulation 
- techniques.will be examined - from  the viewpoint of spectrum 
efficiency,.energy. requirements, practicality and cost, 
. reliability and maintenance,, and noise immunity. 

5.3.1 	Spectrum Efficiency 

In the bands below 15 GHz the frequency spectrum is at a 
premium and therefore very efficient modulation schemes must be 
atilifed, typically at 'rates at or.exceeding the Myguist rate of 
2 bits/Rz. SyStems whiCh achieve or exceed the Nyguist rate of 2 
bits/Hz necessitate the use of ,multilevel coding/modulation 
techniques, such as quaternary  modulation or partial  response 
codes.c 32 ) A partial response system permits intersymbol 
interference (ISI) to create additional levels from the original 
bit stream in order to. increase the information rate - or, 
conversely, to decrease_the required bandwidth. The lowest in 
the partialrresponse hierarchy creates 3 levels from an original 
2-level binary signal and can be visualized as-two pulse streams, 
one of which.  is delayed a hal± tiae-slot interval with reference 
to-the other, and-interleaved to produce , a one hundred percent 
duty cycle at twice -the -Speed of the output. Additional partial 
response systems( 32)  create 7 levels from lour:input levels, 15 
levels from eight input leVels, etc. Indreasing the partial 
response levels from 3, to 7, to 15,  (etc.)  progressively reduces 

- the required transmission bandwidth but at à S/N penalty for 
equivalent SERs. Typically, going from:3-level partial response 
to 7-level requires an additional 7 dP, in S/N to maintain the BER 
constant in the same-bandwidth„but twice the information rate 
aay bé transmitted. Partial response techniques find extensive 
use in duobinary cable systems(' 12 13 14) where high S/N 
margins exist -(and the major constraint is  impulse noisec 11)), 
and in band-limited radio systems.ca Is). 

Quaternary techniques  use 'four levels or states, the 
most common of which is.4-phase modulation. Usually> the phase 
states are 0, 90, 180, and 270 degrees.; i.e., Quadrature Phase 
Shift Keying (QPSK). If the input bit-stream can be split into 
.tuo streams of two levels each, one stream going to the 00/1800 

 port Of the modulator and the other to the 90G/2700  port, the two 
bit-streams can be transàitted simultaneously over a transmission 
channel using half the bandwidth of an equivalent binary 
system.( 10 ) It is therefore theoretically possible to transmit at 
2 bits/Hz with this modulation scheme but, in practice, the 
spectrum efficiency of QPSK falls far short of 2 bits/Hz. The 
-Rural Microwave Radio .will use a band which will allow the 
reallocation of the same frequency to areas which are quite close 
to each other due to the high diffraction-losses. (5 )  This fact, 
together with the need to stimulate growth in the area of rural 
Communications and the present minimal use of the 17.7 to19.7 
GHz band, should permit a spectrum efficiency of 1 bit/Hz to be 
ased, or.even less in certain-regions and under certain 
conditions. (5) 
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Figure 5-1 Bit Error Rate (BER) for Various Binary Modulation Systems 

as a Function of Eb/No (from Figure 1 of Reference 6). Eb 
is the Energy Per Data Bit in Joules and No is the Noise Power 

Per Hz (W/Hz) 

a: Bipolar Baseband or A.M.; or PSK with Coherent Detection 

b: PSK with Differentially Coherent Detection 

c: Unipolar Baseband or A.M.; or FSK with Coherent Detection 

d: Unipolar Baseband with Non-Coherent Detection 

e: FSK with Non-Coherent Detection 
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5.3.2 	Energy Requirements of Digital dodulatibn Schemes 

- Digital modulation.can-take the-form of amplitude shift 
keying (ASK), phase-shift keying (PSK), or frequency-shift: keying 
(F5K). ASK, uSuallyunipolar for unsophisticated . receivers, - 
requires a.higter SAUmargin for, a given BER than PSK or.FSK.(m 6.) 
While PSK and FSK detodulation implementation losses are slightly 
higher than those of âSK -, this does .  not cibmpensate for the higher 
S/N reqUirement unless very high transmitter power.is  available. 
This is ushally not the case, and generally 'ASK' syStems are only 
employed where equipment ruggedness is a prime considerationcw, 
e.g., in military systems. The choice of a modulation system for 
the Rural dicrowave Radio is therefore between PSK and FSK 
derivatives. Theoretically, an FSK syStem requires higher 
transmission power tàan an equivalent PSK system( 22 ), but:the 
difference in power requirètentS is Stall for . todulation systets 
requiring spectrum efficiencies of only 1 bit/Hz.( 17 ) - FSK and PSK 
derivatiVes, however, behave differently .when various-
implementation techniques are.employed, particularly if the 
modulations are noncontinuouà and noncoherent. 

5.3.2.1 ContinuoUs-Phase and DisContinuous-Phase Systems 

DiScOntinuous-phase PSK and.  FSK systems implies-the Use 
of two or more  oscillators operating at (slightly) different 
'frequencies, the information being carried ]py switching-between 
the oscillatOr outputs. When a single oscillator is used, 
hoWever, the phase is continuous at all times. (19)  With 
discontinuous-phase transitions, owing to the phase 
discontinuities that occur at the switching instants, the power 
spectrum of the bit-stream falls away as the square of the power 
at frequencies remote from the carrier. Using a single 
oscillator with phase continuity, however, the spectrum falls off 
as the fourth power (or 12 dB per octave(la)). à more côtpact rf 
spectrum is therefore achieved with continuous-phase modulation. 
For PSK  to be phase-continuous (i.e., to eliminate all the 1800  
phase - reversals), the.data mast'be split into two bit streams (as 
in QPSK) and alternate bits used to modulate  in-phase: and .: 
quadrature carriers. This is termed e offset ° PSK. For FSK to be 
continuous, -the change from %ark',  to  espace'  frequency (fm and 
Is, respectively) must occur when the two frequencies are in • 
phase; i.e., a multiple of 2 apart. 

5.3.2.2 COherent and Nondoherent PSK and FSK Systems 

• 'Phase càherent demodulation is a distinct advantage for 
a modulation-scheme since a 'prior knowledge of the reference 
phase Can.be utilized in a coherent demodulator to give a lower 
BER than that achieved by a.noncoherent demodulator for any given 
S/N.( 18-)  To achieve coherent PSK a local signal source in the 
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receiver is phase-locked to -the recovered carrier signal, and ' 
phase shifts  in  the  received signal compared  in phase,  to tàe 
derived reference.  11 successive  'bits' are compared in the 
receiver, however, using a technique called differentially 
coherent reception (6) , Knowledge of the absolute phase Of the 
carrier is unnecessary and a. simpler receiver results, albeit one 
requiring a slightly higher S/N. For FSK, if thé definition of 
coherence is extended to include 180 0  phase shifted signals(Ite), 
then Coherent and continuous FSK is achieved when 2 h is an 
integer, where h is - the modulation index given by: 

h = (fs-fin) T 

• T is the length of a bit interval.c 18) 	, 

The minimum value  of .a  satisfying the above requirements 
is h = 1/2 (i.e.', :the peak-to-peak frequency deviation equals 
half the bit-rate), and this is sometimes called Minimum Shift 
Keying (MSK). Low .deviation ratio coherent and continuous FSK 
occupies much less bandwidth than noncpherent and discontinubus 
FSK (- 17"),.or conversely, for a given bandwidth and signal power, 
FSK.with h = 1/2 can transmit at twice the data rate of other 
binary FSK modulation derivatives and is therefore nicknamed 
"Fast" - FSK. (183  Another terminology is CPBFSK (Continuous Phase 
Binary FrequenCy Shift Keying) .-  Figure 5-2 gives.some BER 
probabilities for various FSK schemes against the ratio Eb/No. 
Eb/No can be related to the signal-to-noise ratio by: 

Eb/No = S/RNo 

where - S is the signal power (in watts) and R is the bit rate (in 
bits/s). 

5.3.2.3 Bandlimiting by Filtering 

If a nonlinear amplifier is used to transmit the digital 
signal, both amplitude Compression (or limiting) and incidental 
phase modulation occur.( 17 ) Examples of amplitude limiting 
amplifiers (which are used in this region of their' 
characteristics to improve dc to rf power conversion efficiency) 
are: 

Travelling Wave Tube '(TWT) in saturation 

Class C transistorized amplifiers 

Guhn diode 
injection locked amplifiers 

Impulse Diode 

The Rural  Microwave Radio will use the solid state rf 
amplifiers above, or Gallium Arsenide field-effect transistors 
(GaAs fet) when they become economically attractive.  The  
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Figure 5-2 Bit Error Rate (BER) Against EID/No  

for Various FSK Modulations (from 
Figure 8 of Reference 18) 

a: Fast F.S.K. (Theoretical) 

b: Fast F.S.K. (Measured) 

c: Conventional FSK (Theoretical) 
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transmitter amplifier will therefore be nonlinear and this will 
cause amplitude modulation (am). Band limitingl_mmediately after 
the transmitter amplifier or prior to tue demodulatiOn in the 
receiver can  cause .131 if the filter bandwidth is less than that 
of the input rf spectrum. Amplitude limiting followed by band 
limiting may therefore cause serious distortion problems unless 
the modulation used is insensitive to am and ià.spectrally 
efficient.( 20 ) Degradations due to ISI caused by band limiting . 
are smaller, hOwever,  for  systems where the product BT>1( 21 .); B 
is the transmission bandwidth (in Hertz) and T the symbol 
duration (in seconds). In the Rural Microwave Radio, BT is 
awroximately 1 and sO filtering can ne employed without undue 
ISI. The cost of the filtering depends on the frequency and the 
percentage•bandwidth of the  transmission  channel to be filtered. 
Direct rf modulation is a practical solutionc 22 ) if the" • 
percentage bandwidth of the postmodulation filter is fairly large 
(>1%) or where coordination 'problems are minimal. For the Rural 
Microwave Radio the opposite generally applies and.so  it is 
recommended that modulation (and filtering) take place at . an . 
intermediate frequency  (if). This will give the added advantage 
of permitting the bulk , of the repeater system-gain to be at if 
where amplifier efficiency is much higher than at rf. 

5.3.3 	General Conclusions 

FFSK and Offset PSK give the best spectrum efficiency of 
all the binary modulation alternatives and can aChieve the 'goal' 
'of 1 bit/Hz of rf spectrum. They have very similar energy 
requirements; they handle approximately the same volume of 
traffic for any given S/N and bandwidth; their BER probabilitieS 
are very close in theory (see Figure .5-3); and they have similar 
good immunity to wideband impulsive noise provided use is made of 
Wideband limiting before demodulation.( 23 ) There is very little 
to choose between FFSK  and Offset PSK on performance,.therefore, 
and so the choice must•be made on the basis of practicality and 
cost, ease of maintenance, and overall noise immunity. 

5.3.3.1 gracticality and Cost 

Both FFSK and Offset PSK systems are realizable with 
fairly Simple circuitry. Offset - PSK techniques, however,.will 
require the use of more components than an FFSK modulation, 
particularly if premodulation filtering is employed to reduce 
sideband spreading.( 24)  Output band limiting, however, only has a 
small effect on Offset PSK(eo) which may prove to be an advantage 
in, an interfering environment. On balance, however, the slight 
advantage offset PSK mignt naive in some situations is outweighed 
ny the simpler, and càeaper, FFSK system. 
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Figure 5-3 Comparison Off Offset PSK and FFSK Modulation 

Techniques (from Figure 3 in Reference 17) 
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Figure 5-4 Comparative S/N Degradation Versus BT for Offset PSK 
and FFSK with 12 dB Input Power Back-Off (Taken from 

Figure 4 of Reference 17) 
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5.3.3.2 Reliability and.daintenance . • 

-Both FFSK and Offset'PSK modalatorà/demodulators will 
consiat of-integrated circuit - deviceS which have extremely high 
reliability. Heither modulation will require field adjustmentà 
.following construction, and, since maintenance techniques for the 
-Rural dicrOwave'Radio'mill consist of replacing a complete 
Transmitter or Receiver sealed units by means of plug-in,modules,- 
'on-site Modulator adjustment will be all. An FFSK . 
modulator/demodulator mill:theoretically  have à slight 
reliability edge over an Offset PSK unit since it will eMploy 
fewer:active devices. 

5.3.3.3 Noise Immunity 

The_performance of eFSK and Offset .PSK modulations are 
Very similar'oVer  large  ranges of-HT-( 17 ) Figures 5-4 and 5-5 
show the S/N degradation for various sback-offt amplifier input 

:power. 'Once again there is-little to chooSe• between FFSK and 
Offset PSKi partiCularly since the degree of gain compression can 
vary over a wide'range-- 35 to 40  dB gain  compression being 
normal mith:band limiting amplifiers such as injection -:locked 
diodes. In general, however, FFSK has a very slight advantage 
over Offset-  PSK for HT'values-between 1.5 and 0.7 (implying a 
.spectrum'efficiency between 1.4 and 0.67-bits/Hz). 	' 

5.4 	:RECOMIMENDATION AND DISCUSSION 

• • 'To•avoid spectrum spreading,  and  hence ISI, introduced 
by gain compressed nonlinear amplifiers, a continuous-phase 
mbdulation is preferred. .Since the spectrum efficiency 
requirement ls.-only about 1 bit/Hz, FFSK and Offset PSK are the 
prime candidates. On the basis of 'practicality and cost, 
reliability and maintenance, and noise immunity, FFSK is 
recommended at present for the Rural dicrowave Radio. Future 
developments.in Offset PSK implementation techniques may alter 
this decision, however, although it is considered the difference 
betweén the two modulation schemes will  be - marginal at best when 
taken in •the  context of the overall'Rural Microwave Radio System. 
To achieve-the - lowest BBB for a given energy'per bit, coherent 
FFSK is to be preferred. Incoherent FFSK - detector requires a 
less complicated demodulator than a coherent FFSK detector, and 
may be preferred under certain conditions (e.g., where S/S margin 
is not at a premium). Figure 5-6 gives the degradation in S/N 
(and hence BER) in opting for incoherent FFSK. 
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Figure 5-5 Comparative SiN Degradation Versus ST for Offset PSK 
and FFSK with 1 dB Input Power Back-Off (Taken from 

Figure 5 of Reference 17) 
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Figure 5-6 Comparison of Coherent (a) and Incoherent (b) 
FFSK Performance, (Taken from Figure 7 of 
Reference 25) 
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5.5 	:MULTIPLEXING TECENIQUES 

S.5.1 	General 

Two separate multiplex/demultiplex applications are 
envisaged for the Rural Microwave Radio: end-terminals and 
repeaters.( 5)  The end-terminal stations will gather traffic from 
various sources (VF loops, DS-I rate cable systems, etc.) and, 
after conditioning the signals, multiplex them together ready for 
transmission over the Rural Microwave Radio; and vice versa. 
Repeater stations will require multiplex/demultiplex equipment if 
channels are dropped and inserted at that point. Two types of 
techniques are possible: Drop-and-insert and insert. ( 3 ) All the 
foregoing concepts are illustrated in Figure 5-7. 

The bulk of the Rural Microwave Radio system-gain will 
be at the second if( 5 ) in noth the end-terminal and the repeater 
stations. Since the full spectrUm will be present at the second 
if, the nultiplex/demultiplex technique should  ai  m at adding or 
removing the required traffic at this point. In FDM systems, it 
is possible to drop-and-insert any number of channels, up to the 
system maximum capacity, using conventional or direct 
drop-and-insert techniques.( 25  P.)  Tlese techniques are 
straightforward because FDM systems utilize the frequency-domain 
to multiplex the traffic.  The  Rural Microwave'Radio, however, 
will employ digital modulation and digital traffic is 
traditionally multiplexed in the time domain. .Direct . 
drop-and-insert techniques in the time domain are at present 
prohibitively expensive, and for this reason digital multiplexing 
follows a standard hierarchy._ The North American pcm digital 
hierarchy ,  is given in Figure 5-8. The maximum capacity envisaged 
for the Rural Microwave Radio is equivalent to 8 DS-1 rate, With 
the average capcity equivalent to 4 DS-1 rate. Four separate 
DS-1 bit streams (derived'from separate clocks), may be 	- 
multiplexed together to form a DS-2 bit stream as shown earlier 
in Figure 5-8. The asynchronous D5 -1 bit streams can be 
multiplexed together by-making use of the excéss capacity at the 
DS-2 rate. Extra  'bits ft can be added («i.e., positive 
justification) in known time slots to bring the four bit streams 
into synchronism. Positive justification is used at each 
multiplexing stage in the digital hierarchy shown in Figure 5-8. ,  

Ideally the multiplex should be as simple as possible, 
and standardized for all envisaged applications in order to 
reduce costs. Unfortunately, overall standardization will not be 
possible .for the Rural Microwave Radio because of the two 
separate route applications foreseen: trunk routes and feeder 
routes.( 5 ) It is therefore proposed that two separate approaches 
be adopted, one for trunk routes (8 DS-I max; 4 DS-I average) and 
one for - féeder routes (1 or 2 DS-1; typically 1 Drl). 
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24 Voice Frequency Channels are Multiplexed Into the PCM DS-1 Rate 
of 1.544 MB/s . Subsequent Stages Take 4, 7, and 6 Inputs to Reach the 
DS-4 Rate of 274.178 MB/s . 
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II 

.5.5.2 	Trunk Route Application 

.The capacity requirements of a trunk - route will usually 
be equivalent to 4 DS-1 rate on average,( 5 ) with occasional 
requirements - up to 8 DS-1 rate equivalent. The cost of the 
multiplex can'therefore be spread over many Circuits, and it is 

• proposed that CCITT compatible multiplexers be integrated with -
the radio .design such that. from one to eight DS-1 rate channels 
can be routed through the end terminals. . The traffic can be 
presented to,the terminal in digital form or voice frequency 

.channels'can be input to a standard DE type  Channel bank for 

conversion to pcm format. These approaches are'fairly common 
with light route radios (e.g., Farinon Electric DM1-2 and D11-2C, 
Nippon Electrià 2 Gift radio,' avantek DR2-C,'etc.). Figure 5-9 
illustrates the proposed layout - schematically. In the Rural 
Microwave Radio the multiplex will be inside a Central Office 
(CO), or at the base of the radio supportstructure, With the 
:tranSmitter/receiver module  located immediately behind the 
amtenna at the top of the support structure.c 5)  In some trunk - 
routes, particularly those tor office consolidation, 
drOp-and-insert will be required. It is proposed that the 

' multiplex be standardized such that, at the repeater-terminals 
where channels are being added, multiplex capacity is gradually 
filled up( 30 ) to the maximum equivalent rate of 8 DS-1.  Figure 
5-7 illustrated insert and drop-and-insert for a system - using 

. digital  multiplex techniques and Figure 5-10 gives in.more - detail 
the principle of operation. In each case it is important to keep 
the traffic in digital form  as far as possible, since decoding 
and encoding will add noise due to quantizing errors, and-to use 

as few components and interfaces as possible for simplicity and 

reliability. The number of multiplex/Demultiplex units may be 
reduced by using a eloop-backe technique similar to cable-carrier 

systems. A loop-bacX radio system is shown in Figure 5-11. -  The 

number of eloopse traversed by the signals depends on the 
switching technique.. Distributed switching will reduce the 
number of loops required but the loowlecx technique  is  
not recommended for a Radio System  since the teàhnique will 
.always increase tne number of hops between callers and hence 
increase-the probability of BER degradation on the circuit. Two 
separate-multiplex/demultiplex units will therefore be required 

• for each repeater station tà keep . tile signal path length to a 

minimum. 

5.5.3 	Feeder Route Application 

The Feeder Route system is similar in concept to a Trunx 

Route with drop-and-insert requirements. The capacity 
requirements are reduced, however; where three or four DS-1 rate 
bit-streams were to De dropped-and-inserted in the trunk system, 
the. feeder system may require only - three or four pcm channels  to 

be multiplexed. Digital cuannel banks-exist which will accept a 

DS-1 rate input, drop-and-insert six cuannels (say), and output 
. the DS-1 rate traffic. One such multiplex is the Farinon TDX-1. 
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Figure 5-9 Schematic Presentation of Multiplex for Trunk- Route Applications 
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) " I nsert  (b)  "Drop-and-I nsert" 

Figure 5-10 Schematic Operation of an 8 DS-1 Rate Multiplex for "Insert" and 
"Drop-and-Insert" Applications in a Rural Microwave Radio Trunk Route 
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Multiplex/Demultiplex for Dropping and Inserting Traffic 

Figure 5-11 Location of Multiplex/Demultipiex Units for a 'Loop-Back' 

Drop-and-Insert System. 

The Traffic Flows in a One-Way Loop. E.g., if a Person at Repeater A 

Needs to Speak with a Person at Repeater B, the Signal from Person A 

Enters Repeater A, Goes to C01, Loops all the Way Out to CO2 and 

Back to Repeater B Before Exitting to Person B at Repeater B. The 

Return Path is Similarly Routed Through the Switching Office (C.0.1 

or C.0.2) Before Exitting Again at Repeater A. 

A System Which Has Fewer Hops Interposed Between Callers Requires 

Multiptex/Demultiplex Units in Both Sides of the Repeaters. 
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It.is vety probable . that a feeder route in a. rural 	will 
utilize-a subscriber carrier system:such  as: the  Me DdS-1, etc. 
These:systemS-have.in-built multiplex/demultiplex units in the 
master and remote terminals.  which'select the:required traffic 
from-the DS-1-bitstream and convert it u  with or without' 
concentration,  to VF signals, It is:therefore only necessary to 
ensure that the radio section.provides  the requisite DS-1 rate 
signal tothe subscriber carrier tetminals. -The number.of VF 
:lines and the_degree of blockage to.be 1-tolerated' will  affect 
theilumber_of DS-1 . bit-streams to be utiliZed. 

The Northern Telecom Limited-(NTL) subscriber carrier 
system  (Dus-1)  can concentrate 256 VF lines over 24 channels (the 
DS-1 rate capacity). With the peak hour traffic of 550 ccs (ccs 
= hundred call seconds per hour), 48 channels (i.e., 2, DS-1 rate 
capacity)  are  required to limit the blockage to 0.1%.( 31 ) If only 
one DS-I rate Capacity is used to carry the 256 lines:, the peak 
traffic-must be limited to 2.6 ccs( 31 ) to achieve the 0.1% 
blockage Objective, or the blockage -limit - -must be increased to 
slightly less than 0.5%,( 31 ) For rural communities, it is Very 
,probable-that-the capacity will - be welI:bélow 256 lines; peak 
'hour calling levels will be - lbwer than these in urban areas; and 
higher . blOckage limits will-be more easily accepted than in urban 
areas due to  the multiparty - systeMsiwhich already,exiSt in rural 
areas. For these reasons the Rural MicrOwave Radio feeder routes 
could-employ 1 DS-1'tate capacity per subscriber  carrier  system 
without setious degradation.  The  Des-1 machine usually operates 
over 2-I.D-1 Iines (per direction),  however, - ignoring the spare .  
and fault locate spares - and Stilt is técommended that the - 
feeder system have 2 DS-1 capaCity alloWing growth frbm 1 DMS-1 
capacity (2 DS-1 lines for 1 DES-1 machine)to 2 DdS-1- capacity 
.(1 . DS-1 line per . DMS-1  machine). 

Future multiplex-demultiplei units for 1 DS-I rate 
systems may use single line codeçs Instead of a common codec for 
all 24 channeIs.(s) In this way each channel may be 
independently assigned. Au extension of this idea, called Time 
Slot Access(29)  allows any 64 kb/s tiMe slot to be accessed by 
my type of voice or data. These techniques are only envisaged 
for unconcentrated systems, which implies very thin route systems 
or data services With random channel assignment. 

5.5.4 	Implementation 

5.5.4.1 Trunk Routes 

The channel capacity of trunk routes will generally 
demand an equivalent . capacity of 8 DS-1 rate some*here in the 
route. To permit standardization, and hence lower overall costs, 
it is tecommended that-a standard 8 - DS-1-rate 
multiplex/demultiplex unit De used for trunk applications. 
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5.5.4.2 Feeder Routes 

The  growth of feeder routes may take two directions, 
depending both on capacity and technological developments. For 
very thin route systems, dedicated drop-and-insert techniques 
,could prove more cost-effective than concentrator techniques, 
particularly if single-line codec 'chips" reduce in cost. For 
higher capacity, subscriber carrier systems with concentration 
would appear to be the optimum solution, using 1 DS-1 rate or 2x1 
DS-1 rate capacity as discussed previously. The questions to be 
answered are: "What is-the best implementation process? How is 
growth to be allowed for?" 

There are basically two multiplex options open at 
present. Either a standard medium-to-high capacity multiplex (4 

.to 8 DS-1 capacity) is incorporated in every.feeder system, the 
capacity being filled up as required, or a 'single carrier per 
Ds-1 line' concept-attempted. In the former case (similar to 
that recommended for trunk . routes) the Cost per line will be 
high., particularly if only one DS-1 circuit is used, and that'at 
well below capacity. The latter case, similar to the Farinon 
BD-1 concept( 10 ), requires two major assumptions to permit 
growth from 1 DS-1 capacity to 4 DS-1 capacity. First, that 
spectrum efficiencies of «..1 bit/Hz are permitted and, second, . 
tnat the rf amplifier chain is perfectly linear. Figure 5-12 
illustrates  the concept  with two DS-1 bit streams, A and B, 
Occupying the 12.6 MHz half-channelcs) on separate carriers. 
Unfortunately, as discussed in the preceding modulation section, 

. potential amplifiers to be used in tne Rural Microwave Radio are 
nonlinear and therefore the 'single carrier per DS-1 line' 
concept is only viable for a maximum of 2 DS-1 lines because of 

. potential mutual interference. Another technique for inserting 2 
DS-1 elinese into one channel is to use offset Quadrature Phase 
Shift Keying modulation with the 00  and 180 0  ports receiving 1 
DS-1 bit-stream and the 900  and 270 0  ports receiving a second 
DS-bit stream. It is recommended that additional analysis and 
development work be undertaken to access which of these two e2 
DS -1 multiplex' schemes is the best. 

The expected development of the Rural  Microwave Radio 
will concentrate on the trunk routes initially, since this is 
where the greatest demand is •(s) Only when the development costs 
have been largely recovered through the trunk route applications 
will it be economically feasible to implement the low-capacity 
feeder routes. The vast majority of these feeder routes will 
have capacities of less than one DS-1 equivalent, with or without 
concentration. - Since all digital subscriber carrier systems 
propose to use DS-1 interfaces, the Rural Microwave  Radio feeder 
system need not have a stand-alone multiplex. It is therefore 
recommended that, pending tàe development of low-cost 
variable-capacity multiplex interfaces, no stand-alone multiplex 
be specifically developed as part of the Rural Microwave Radio 
feeder system, and that the 2 DS-1 multiplex function be 
incorporated in the modem (modulator/demodulator). There is a 
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Figure 5-12 "Single Channel Per Carrier" Implementation of DS-1 Rate Signais 
Within the 12.6 MHz Half-Channel Allocation. Two DS-1 Rate 
Signals Can be Inserted Without Causing Interference Problems 
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need for a low-cost variable-capacity-  (one to four DS-1) 
multiplex with universal application, and consideration should be 
given to its development. . 
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6. .RARDWARE EVALUATION 

6.1 	GENER AL 

. The experimental hardware in the  completed stage was 
evaluated  in a four-part program. The individual Transmitter and 
Receiier packages were tested as separate assemblies; these units 
were then tested back-to-back on the bench (powered from a 
simulated remote power Source as would be used in the field). At 
tais stage digital traffic was applied using FSK modulation, and 
.BER. curves were taken. Following this evaluation  the. antenna 
pattern- and cross coupling  tests  were carried out. Specific test 
results are shown in the following sections and comparisons made 
to the preliminary specification as applicable. 

6.2 	ANTENNA EVALUATION 

-' • The . antenna and total package had a unique set of 
requirements to fulfill as discussed  in the interim report. Some 
experiences in pattern testing are reflected below: 

The physical size should be appropriate  for  
'one-ma:ill-handling on the site. The unit can 

.readily, be:carried throUgh doorways and.stairwells 
. and is .of appropriate .weight (35 pounds - including 
Transmitter and Receiver). 

The rear door provides good access to the 
electronics and the door lock (open) is adequate 
during wind gusting, etc. 

The mounting assembly (including U-bolts, azimuth 
and elevation adjustments) is very-functional. 

A temperature profile was run indoors and showed a 
120C heat sink temperature rise above ambient; this 
reflects good thermal design. 

General comments on aesthetics have been positive. 

' 6.2.1. 	Pattern 

Antenna testing was required to verify the design 
objectives. The first phase; optical alignment of the 

-reflectors, was carried out on an indoor range. The electrical 
boresight was less than 0.2 degreés from the optical. 

. 	.,Uuring  the secondphase,testing, two identical antennas 
were set up (outdoors,  on the  roof  of the BNR Corkstown 
building), and radiation patterns were measured. The azimutn 
patterns  were manually recorded. The results are shown in 
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Figures 6.1 and 6.2. The measured "Half Power Beam Width' was 
1.85*, equal to the theoretical (1) = 70/FB = 70/18.6(2.04) = 
1.85 0. The first sidelobes were slightly above the 20 dB 
predicted from a blockage factor of 0.127. Further optimization 
may be required. The coMplete azimuth pattern shown in Figure 
6.2 should reflect the rejection numbers that can be realized in 
typical installations. 

• 6.2.2 	Near End Coupling 

The near end coupling evaluation was carried out to give 
an insight into future system requirements for various conditions 
of C/I• in a working environment. Since the system application 
may include rather dissimilar arrangements of antenna•and 
supports; and the foreground and background reflection; these .  
test results are intended to portray only a typical application. 

The test format is snown on Figure 6.3, in plan view. 
The two antennas were mounted at equal elevations. It can be 
seen that for a typical hop with a 65 dB loss, these'antennas 
provide between 10 and 20 dB isolation for interfering sources. 
With 30 dB AGC range the expected C/I on any channel would be -10 
to -20 dB. These are acceptable numbers for this hardware 
design, and sholild result in universal applicability for this 
hardware. There is essentially no cross-polarization 
discrimination in the near end configuration. 

6.3 	TRANSMITTER-RECEIVER TESTS 

6.3.1 	Transmitter Tests 

Transmitter testing consisted primarily of evaluating 
the following; input level tolerance, swept bandwidth and 
operation of the injection lOcked amplifier. 

The final input level determined for 20 dB 
injection-locked-amplifier.gain was -1.6 dBm. This reflects some 
gain variation in the up-converter as compared to the design goal 
of'0 dBm. This is easily corrected by adding 1.6 dB to the fixed 
pad at the input. The tolerable input level variation for 
nominalperformance is approximately +2 to -5 dB. 

Swept bandwidth measurements were made, and verified -
that the  transmit-ter  bandwidth is controlled by the filtering at 
the high frequency IF (808.3 MHz). The 1 dB bandwidth was 16.2 
MHz. There was no measurable spurious, >70 Db down, at the 
transmitter output, thus verifying the RP filter design. The AM 
to Pd conversion of the 18 GHz upconverter was <1.5 0/dB. 

6.3.2 	Receiver Tests 
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Figure 6.2 18 GHz Rural Radio Antenna Horizontal Directivity 

(Vertical Polarization) 
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Receiver tests consisted of noise figure measurement, 
noise bandwidth determination, and AGC function. 

The noise figure measured with respect to the receiver 
BPF input was 9.6 dB. This translates to the interim report 
preliminary spec. as 8.4 dB. The margin with respect to 
specification was therefore 1.6 dB. 

The receiver noise bandwidth was measured as 10 MHz at 
the 1 dB points and coresponds to the second  IF  filter bandWidth 
as expected. See Figure 6.4. 

• 	The AGC function operated as expected, over the 30 dB 
dynamic range. The time constants are not resolved for this 
application. 

6.3.3 	Back-to-Back Performance 

The bact-to-back tests, aside from functional checks, 
were essentially analog distortion measurements.; since  the radio 
is a carrier system operating with digital interface equiplient. 
The following reSults are shown in Figures 6.5 and 6.6, and are 
self-explanatory. 

6.4 	TEST RESULTS WITH FSK MODULATION. 

The preliminary.specification-for modulation . was FSK 
(freguency-shift-keying) . This is a flexible approach allowing 
trade-offs between availability, complexity  and performance.. The 
modem can be noncontinuous phase with discriminator detection, 
increasing in complexity up to continuous phase, coherent 
detection systems such as Fast FSK. As the sophistication of the 
digital interface  improves the required Rb/No for a specified 	, 
error rate decreases, tàis aowever may be associated with some 
loss of system flexibility. 

For the present .case, noncontinuous phase with 
discriminator detection was tested. A 12.6 Mb/s pseudorandom bit 
stream with 2 15-1 length was tested on the bench and the BER 
.plotted.as shown in Figure 6.7. No  attempt was made-to improve 
the implementation margin by baseband filtering or other - 
optimization. 

An interference test was carried out with a . C/I=0 dB 
using a CW interferer at f +12.5 MHz. There was no degradation 
of the BER. 

1 
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Receiver Noise Bandwidth 

Horizontal 5.0 MHz/Division 

Vertical — 10.0 dB/Division 

fo  = 70 MHz 

Figure 6.5 

Transmitter — Receiver Swept 
Response ±. 4 MHz. (Horizontal) 

Amplitude Response 0.5 dB/Div. 

Group Delay 10 ns/Div. 

Figure 6.6 

Differential Gain 

Horizontal — ± 2 MHz 

with 2.4 MHz Test Toné 

Vertical — 0.25 %/Division 

Top Trace .  — PVVR. Amp. "On" 

LoweiTrace PVVR. Arnp. "Off" 
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This section examines  the.,variousi  technical options open 
to the Rural Microwave Radio designer and then discusses the cost 
implications. 

The technical model is analyzed first. After briefly 
cnnsidering the main alternatives to the 18 GHz Rural Microwave 
Radio (1D1/T1 cable and 2 GHz light-route radio), and the main 
problem areas of each system, the performance characteristics of . 

the Rural Microwave Radio are presented using three time-frames 
for the technology: 1978, 1982, and 1985. The major trade-off 
parameters are detailed, and some posSible areas for 
concentrating future component development indicated. 

.Te  cost model, which includes input derived from the 
experience gained in constructing the test model, examines the 
impact of the various technical alternatives on system cost. A 
cost-ccaparison is made between the potential light-route 
competitors. 

.7.2 	...»..TECHNICAL.MODEL - 

7.2.1 	Competing Systems 

-.-- 	There-are basically -bit() systems.with'which thé 18 GHz 
- Rural Microwave Radio must-compete sucCessfully in order to break 
intothe market:. (a) cable carrier systems (typically using 
LD-1/T1 cable at, or multiples of, the DS-'-1 rate) and (b) 2 Gaz 
light-route (digital) radio (such  as - theFarinfpn'Electric DM1-2 
and DM'S-2C, Nippon Rlectric Company  L.  and 9 DS-1 rate radios,- and 
the Avan tek DR2-C).- All three  transmission systems have tneir 
own unique advantages and disadvantages  bat, in the long run, the 
alternative which gives the most cost-effective service over the 
widest range of rural applications will emerge as the dominant 

-light route:transaission system.  In  examining the applications 
it should te emPhasized that routes:will' typically use.  - - 
unprotected systemscs> having availabilities whicà range from 
99.96% (trunks) to 99.73% eeedersy. 

7.2.2 	Problem Areas 

7.2.2.1 LD-1/T1 Cable Systems 

The major factors of interest, as with any system,.are 
.thé performance, cost, ana the achieved  availability. To some 
extent, aVailability (reliability) and costcan be traded against 
each otherl; e.g., spare cables offer equipment/path redundancy at 
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an increaSed cost, etc..  Additional cables, while offering 
comparatively cheap transmission path redundancy .  (compared to a 

- protected radio), do not overcome the serious.problem of -cable 
cuts. The cost of a .cable system is also very dependent on the 
installation Costs. In fareing areas it ià an easy matter to 

. plough:in cable,  but',. in the Canadian Shield, the cable must  be 
•carried above ground, due to the rocky terrain, or trenched in 
rock whicn has been blasted  out  (very expensive!). Figure 7.-1 
shows the general nature of conditions in Canada. It'can be seen' 
that by far the majority of Canada is in the 'poor'. category, but 
this is counterbalanced to sone extent by the fact that the main 

• centers of population (Toronto, Montreal, etc.) are in the•
caverage'  to "goods burying areas. The Rural Microwave Radià, - 	- 
howeVer, is just that: Rural. ' Vast regionS of rural Quebec, 
Ontario, and B.C. are in the poor Iburyingc areas and are 
'therefore potential candidates for an aerial system - whether it 
,be radio or cable - 3s opposed to a buried System. 

The reliability of LD-1/T1'cable systems falls into'tvo 
categories protected-and_unprotected systems. IThis report will 
consider only the-unprotected systems and the Interim heport( 5 ) 
gave details of the availability objectives for unprotected DS-1 
rate cable systems. Before a Cable can qualify as a (pcm) 
digital carrier, it must reach certain standardsc 34 ); just 
pUtting a subscriber carrier system down at existing twisted pair 
is generally not feasible. Existing cables may be reConditioned 
(by_ removing bridged taps, build-out capacitors, saturable 
inductors, etc.( 34 )) providing they meet the mechanical and 
electrical specifications. 2ven when these conditions are met, 
unexplained Bit Error Rates may occur( 35 ) which reduce the 
overall availability of the system. 

7.2.2.2. 2 GHz (Digital) Radio Systems 

2 Gliz radio syStems can now ne engineered with very high - 
equipment reliability and, because rain-attenuation is very low 
at 2 GHz, propagation availability is limited only by 'fading' 
due to refractive - effects. The frequency of occurrence and depth 
of fading due to inverse bending and multipath, can be reduced by 
increasing the path clearance, particularly in the middle.of the 
path( 36 ). The clearance requirements'necessitate the use of 
50-70m towers, typically. 'The high cost of 2 GHz radio towers, - 
and associated site and buildings, is therefore the major 
implementation expense Of a 2 GHz radio system.- 

7.2.2.3 là GHz Radio System 

There are two immediate problems vith the introduction 
of an 18 GHz Rural liadio System. First, the system is new and, 
as yet, unproven. It has to compete against existing cable and 
2 GHz radio systems wàere the reliability and costs are 
reasonably well known, and the technology is well accepted. 
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Secondly, rain attenuation precludes -the use of long hops (50-80 
Lin) if a high-availability (>99.96%) - is . to  be achieved in certain 
regions  of  Canada. The greater the probability of the occurrence 

• of high-inteaSity rainfall, the lower the availability of the 
radio system. Figure 7-2 gives some isoline  contours Of5-minute 
rainfall rates with a return period of 2 years (from Reference. 
37) and it can be seen that the regions where intense rain is to 
be expected are in the south of Canada, especially around the 
southern Manitoba/Ontario border and in southern Ontario,-. 
including  the Ottawa  river valley. The performance of an 18 .GHz 
radio system will now be considered in the light of the 

• propogation attenuation restriction and the  emerging technology.' 

7.2.3 	Performance of an 18 GHz Radio 	• 

Figure 7-3 illustrates the concept of the .Rural 
Microwave Radio repeater.  In  any location where an interface is 
required with external telephony systems, such as in a CO' or a 
repeater  drop-and-insert location, an interface Unit will be 
reqUired. This will consist of the multiplex/demultiplex at 
,baseband, together wità the mOdulator/demodulator Section of the 
radio,  and-Will be housed at the base of the support pole. The 
modulated signal will be taken up to, (and.brought do. lon from), 
tae antenna package, in which the rf sections of the radio are 
housed, at the Second if of. 70 MHZ. Batteries for backup power' 
and remote power sources, or interfaces to ac prime power, will be 
housed at the base of the pole. 

The interim specification of the 18 GHz radio was given 
in the Interim Report, together with preliminary detailà Of the 
prototype construction.' The major  technical trade7off areas of 
an 18 GHz radio are outlined below and their effect on overall 
performance and system design conSidered. • 

7.2.3.1 Major Trade-off Areas 

a) rfamplifier output power:  The prototype 18 GHz 
radio uses an injection-locked Gunn-diode -  • 
oscillator with an output power of +17 dBm (50 mW)- 
This power was chosen as a compromise between 
output rf power requirements, current drain,.and 
reliability. Future trends in Gallium Arsenide 
Field Effect Transistors( 38 ) (GaAs FETes) promise 
reliable production units with 1 W  output power by 
1985. 

b) receiver noise temperature/noise figure:  The 
inherent thermal' noise and interference limit ot a 
receiver place the ultimate limit on signal 

,detection for any given system. Present (1978) 
technology enables 10 dE noise figures tO be 
'readily achievable. Again, the trend in GaAs FETes 
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Figure 7-3 Schematic Concept of a Rural Microwave Radio Repeater Terminal 

An End-Terminal will Usually be Located at a Class 5 C.O. with the 
Antenna Supported by a Short Pole on the C.O. Roof. 
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shows that - system  noise figure  of, 4 dB should be 
.:achieiabIeAay 1985c 6 S but this.may require'the use 
of an.rf preamplifier.before the mixer and 
therefore may not be Cost effective. The 
theoretical limit is <2.d.B. (<170K1, but it is 

• doubtful whetner this capability would be 
• .economically.,applied 	line-ofrsight 	linx 

since the background noise teiperature due to high 
rain-attenuation is -about 300K. . 

c) 	demOdulator threshold:  In the link:calculations for 
. 

 
the  interim report( 5 ), a C/HHthreshold of 13 dB was 
specified for a BER Of 10-4 . This giveS an 
implementation margin of about 4 dB over the 
theoretical limitc4.r, and this-margin could be 
reduced.in practice by one. or tWo dB. : 

The three areas above - rf output power, receiver noise figure, 
and demodulation (detection) threshold - combine to give the 
system gain. This factor will be used in later subsections to 
evaluate future systems. 

dl . radio support - tower  heighI:  Theoretically, 
: 	considering earth:curvatureithe. higher the: 

antennas the lOnger the.-hoplength-poSsible. -Rain 
attenuation, however,, will.limit the achievable 

-hop-length.for a given availabilitY, ancUlence 
reduce . .the - need:fôverytall. toeerà.  The syàtem 

• concept evolvectfor-the . Rural Microiave Radio( 5 ) 
• envisaged low poles, not only .to reduce the site 

costs but to ease public,  concern for the 
- 	environmental impact . ofrvery large.towers. Radio 

maintenance aspects also-constrain the average 
.height of the support  poles. 

I. 

e) 	frequency stability,:  The Rural Microwave Radio must 
operate in a hostile environment with temperatures 
varying between -40 and +40 0C. Unless great care 
is taken, these extreme temperatures will cause the 
r± frequency to drift out of band. For this reason 
the if  oscillator will be locked to à crystal 

• oscillator whose fundamental-frequency . will be in 
the order of 150 MHz. à frequency stability of 
approximately 1 in 105  (±180 kHz at 18 GHz) 'can be 
achieved without temperaturestabilization. Should 
aligner  stability be required, an oven controlled 
oscillator may have to be used, with a consequent 
increase in prime power drain and equipment cost.. 

f) 	Tx/Rx efficiency:  The major prime power drain in a 
radio is the rf power output.amplifier. Typical 
1978 efficiencies of Gunn diodes dictate, for +17 
dBm output power, an input prime power Of between 
3-5 watts. This is.approximately half the Tx power 
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consumption. Clearly, an increase in amplifier 
efficiency will allow either a higher power unit to-

. be  used with the same current drain as before, or •
the 'original power may be obtained for less current 

• drain and higher reliability. The lower the 
current drain, the more realistic is the potential 
application of small self-contained remote power , 
sources (e.g., nuclear decay thermoelectric 
generator, wind generator, solar cells, propane . 
thermoelectric gas-burner generator', etc.) which 
opens up the possibility of totally remote repeater, 
applications. 

g) 	equipment availability:  Two factors are associated 
with equipment availability; the mean time between 
failure (MTBF) and the mean time to repair (MTTE). 
Availability 00 is given by: 

MTBF 
x100% 

MTBF 	MTTB 	,• 

Present technology permits Tx/Rx MTBF values of 100,000 
àours. To achieve a high system availability, the MTTR must be 
kept low. With plug-in modules, repair time will be <1/2 hour 
once the equipment  has been reached.  The major contribution to 
MTTR will therefore be identifying the location of the failed 
radio, and reaching it. An inexpensive sectionalizing technique • 

would be to introduce separate FM *tones' at each repeater. The 
absence of a particular set of tones will enable the appropriate 
radio modale to be identified from a central base. It is 
unlikely, however, that the EITTR can be economically reduced 
below 3 hours, but MTBF values show every promise of increasing 
in the future (see Table 1 in the next subsection). 

7.2.4 	Technology Trends 

Table 1 below shows, in broad concept, the expected 
trends in the given time-frames. In all cases readily available  
low-cost production figures  are estimated, not *state of the art* 
research values. 
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TABLE 1 

1978 	1982 	1985 

rf amplifier power output 	+17 dam 	+23 dBm 	4-30 dam 

rf amplifier efficiency 	5% 	10% 	20% 

Power consumption per Tx/Rx module 
a) with given rf power 	 25 W 	20 W 	 15 W 

b) with +17 dBm rf power 	25 W 	15 W 	10 W 

Receiver Noise Figure 	10 dB 	7 dB 	4 dB 

Deceiver Noise Level 	-93 dam 	-96 dBm 	-99 dam 

System Threshold (+13 dB C/N) 	-80 dBm 	-83 dBm 	-86 dam 

•SYSTEM GAIN 	 97 dB 	106 dB 	116 da 

MTBF 	 100,000 h 1,000,000 h >1,000,000 h 

,Assuming tne Tx/Mx specification.in the-interim reportcs), the 
•available fade margin over a 10 km hop is: • 

27 dB' 36 dB 	46 dB 

The impact of tàese technology trends on the availability 
of the Rural Microwave Radio will now be assessed. 

7.2.5 Availability Characteristics 

The availability models of the Rural Microwave Radio will 
be examined in three rainfall.regions of Canada, given by Ottawa 
.(Ont), Swift Current (Sask), and Vancouver' (B.C.), for which 
accurate rainfall-rate data exist( 39 Y. The Method of calculating 
path-attenuation-has been described previously( 5 ). 

7.2.5.1 . 	Perfect Equipment .Case 

Figures 7-4, 7-5, and 7-6 give the System Propagation 
Margin with availability as a parameter, for Ottawa, Swift 
Current,  and  Vancouver, respectieely, assuming the equipment is 
perfect: i.e., ATBF = infinity. 

If the equipment  'TBY - and MTTR are known, and hence.the 
equipment availability (A%),•then the two-way equipment 
unavailability (0%) can be calculated from: • 
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.0= 2 x.(100 - A) % per , hop 

assuming no common failuke'modes: 	dc power supply failure. 

7.2.5.2 	Effect of Equipment Reliability 

Figures 7-4, 7-5, and 7-6 can ne redrawn with the number 
of 10 km hops as parameters instead of the availability. This is 
done in Figures 7-7, 7-8, and 7-9, respectively. On these 
figures are drawn tue enever exceed' limits for various  per-hop 
two-way equipment unavailabilities. The sections above the 
limiting lines (given by the direction of the arrows) cannot be 
entered due to the effect of the given equipment unavailability. 

For the Ottawa Rainfall Region (Figure 7-7), equipment 
unavailability ceases to be limiting (for practical fade margins 
of 50 dB, or less) when the two-way pei-hop unavailability is 
0.0016%. This is equivalent to an KM* of 400,000 hours and an 
MTTR of 3 hours. 

Figure 7-10 takes the data for the Ottawa Rainfall Region 
and makes fade level the parameter.  The increase in availability 
on increasing the fade margin can be'read off directly. Once the 
per-hop fade margin exceeds 40 dB, the flaw° of diminishing 
returns takes over and it is probable that 40 dB will be the 
economic limit for the Rural Microwave Radio. 

7.2.5.3 	Two-way Equipment Unavailability of 0.0006% per-hop 

By 1982, the MTBF per Tx/Rx module should be 1,000,000 
hours giving, for an ITTR of 3 hours, a U. of 0.0006% per-hop. 
Before plotting the achievable system availability,  for a given 
fade-margin, .it is of interest to plot availability objectives 
for unprotected Ds-1 rate cable systems( 6 ). These are shown in 
Figure 7-11. 

Figures 7-12, 7-13, and 7-14 give the achievable system 
availability for the given fade margins, assuming 0.0006% two-way 
equipment unavailability per-hop. Thé DS-1 rate cable system 
curve from Figure 7-11 is shown as a broken line, for comparison. 

Note that the lowest rf power option (i.e., 27 dB fade . 
 margin per 10 km hop) easily meets the 100 km system requirement 

in Vancouver and Swift Carrent, and an increase of about 10 dB 
(to 37 dB) enables the same requirement to be reached in Ottawa. 
It is alsO interesting to note that an improvement of the two-uay 
per-hop  equipment unavailability from 0.006% to 0-0006% (i.e., an 
increase in dTBF from 10 5  to 106  hours) results in an increase in 
availability of 0.054% for a 100 km systea. 
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Figure 7-5 System Propagation Fade-Margin vs Number of 10 km Hops 
with System Availability as Parameter 
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7.2.5.4: 	Ring Feeder Concept 

A ring feeder system( 5 40 ) will give increased 
availability, at some increaSe in cost, by providing an alternate 
route past a failed repeater. Experience with such a system in 
Morloay, however, has shown that the increased reliability does 
not offset the increased cost( 41 ). Additionally, the dorwegian 
IATTi (using a 13 G81 radio system) finds that unprotected radio 
feeder systems are generally more reliable than equivalent 
capacite cable systems( 41 ). 

7.2.5.5 	Long ,Single-hops 

In many cases, system lengths are 50 km or lesà and, if • 
high towers are already in existence at the nodal points of the 
system, it may be feasible to have low-cost long single-hop 
systems at 18 GRz. The original -system concept of the 18 Gift' 
Rural Microwave Radio envisaged low radio support poles and short 
hops (<30 m high and <20 km long, respectively) and for this 
reason multipath fading was ignored( 5 ). .With hops  >20 km 
multipath fading cannot be ignored. dost of the fading that 
occurs on long orough terrain' paths with adequate clearance (see 
footnote) is the result of interférence  between two Or more rays 
travelling slightly different routes in the atmosphere. This 
multipath type of fading is relatively independent of path 
clearance and its extreme condition approaches the Rayleigh 
distribution( 35 ). Alter multipath fading has reached the 
Rayleigh distribution, a further increase in either frequency or 
path length increases the number of fades of a given depth but 
decreases the duration so that the product is a constant 

. indicated by the Rayleigh distribution( 36 ). Figure 7-16 (taken 
from Figure 4 Of Reference 36) gives the percentage time a given 
depth of.multipath fade is exceeded for•paths > 50 km' long. 

Footnote: 

The normal clearance rules( 42 ) stipulate a -  minimum 
clearance of 1/3 of F at K=2/3 and F at K=4/3 where F is the 
first . Fresnel zone radius and K is the ratio of  effective to 
'actual earth radius. Figure 7-15 gives the change in-height of 
an LOS link due to the curvature of the earth and the Fresnel 
zone clearance at 60% and 100% F . 
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• 

H.  Figures 7-17,. 7-18, -and 7 ,-19 show the fade gargin - required 
to  overcome - rain attenuation 	gaseous.absorption) for the 
given singlel-hop path lengths and percentage times.. Sote - that 
'99.73% is the availability.objectiVe - for a low.capacity feeder 
routecs›.. To calculate  the  system gain-  required on increasing 
the:path length from 10 to 20 km, etc., the increase in the rain 
atténuation aargin should be added to the increase in free space . . 
loss. Figure. 7-20 gives the free spade loss fOr, path-lengths up 
tin  50 kmlong. To calculate the overall Worst case reliability 
for a.long hop, the percentage multipath fading (see Figure 7-16) 
and the two-vay equipment unavailability should-be taken into 
:-account. 

E.g., what is the worst case availability of a 50 km single-hop 
in Swift Current using a link with a systeg gain of 110 dB and a 
-two-way'equipaent unavailability of 0.0006%1 

From  the table in Section 2.4, - a system gain of 110 dB 
gives a fade margin Of 40 dB for a 10 kg. hop. From Figure 7-20 e 

 the:additional.free space loss on increasing -the path length from 
. 10 to  50 'km  is 13.8 dB. The available fade margin above 
threshold is therefore reduced to 26.2:dB. -Itain attenuation and 
multipath a±tenuation do not usually, occur simultaneously and so 
both unavailability percentages must be added Cumulatively. From 
Figure .71-18,a 26.2.dB fade_margin. gives an-avallability of 
99.97% due to rain attenuation. From Figure 7-16,.a 26.2' dB  fade 
margin :giVes an-availability: (w(Dret_pase) of 99.82% due to 
-Juiltipath : attenuation. - The overall:worst case unavailability 
therefore.is:  

= 	rain unavailability + gultipath unavailability + 
equipment unavailability , 

= 	0.021 + 0.18 + 0.0006% 
• 

= 	0.2016%. 

Worst case availability is therefore 99.7984%. 

It is interesting to note that for long hobs,  an increase 
in system gain will:give a significant increase in availability 
:due to the high incidence of multipath fading. In the above 
example, if the system gain is increased 'by only 6 dB (to 116 
dB), the availability is increased to 99.94%. 

For hops of less than 50 km (but >20 km), Figure 7-16 
still gives usable worst case aultipath fading statistics, albeit 
even more pessimistic than before. I.E., for 20 km, 30 km, and 
40 km paths, the signal is below 30 dB for much less than the 
0.07% given in Figure 7-17. Multipath fading is covered 
extensively in Reference 33. 
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Figure 7-20 Free Space Loss vs Pathiength 
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7.2.6 Conclusions 

The most important trade-off areas seem to be output rf 
power vs amplifier efficiency vs system availability. Present 
.and.near-future technology appears to enable low-cost 18 Gift 
radios to be built wtich-will meet the required system 
availabilitiescs) without using.specialized techniques. Standard 
double-heterodyne Tx/Rx modules described previously(s), using 
off-the-shelf subunits, will give . the most efficient low-cost 
equipment. Except for very long hops (>30 km) or extreme 
rainfall areas (e.g.,..Ottawa), the use of high system gain does 
not seem to be warranted. 

Low-cost, environmentally acceptable, remote power units. 
will-add. greatly to the flexibility of the Rural Microwave Radio. 
A prime aim for the Rural Microwave Radio is to make its 
implementation relatively straightforward without  complex route 
design. Combined with the current 'highly  efficient radiodesign, 
an integrated remote power supply would therefore add to the 
market penetration of the Rural Microwave Radio. 

7.3 	COST MODEL 

The design philosopuy of the Rural Microwave Radio has 
been to aim at an integral low-cost construction, which blends 
together the major components of the system. This has been 
achieved using modular techniques, which will additionally 
increase on-site maintainability and reduce initial installation 
costs. 

The system essentially consists of four subsystems: 

the radio and antenna package; 

the antenna support structure; 

prime power; 

and the multiplex/interface unit. 

The installed cost of tuese subsystems, and the impact of 
various trade-offs, will be considered below. It should be 
emphasized, however, that these costs do not form a quotation and 
are based on manufacturing costs plus a reasonable return on 
investment. It is further assumed that the Rural Microwave Radio 
will be produced in quantity (initially. 100 Tx/Rx units per year 
building up to 1000 Tx/Rx units per year). 
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7.3.1 Subsystem Cost Breakdown . 

7.3.1.1 	Radio and Antenna Package 

The radio and antenna.package will-be :factory assembled • 
and tested. It will consist of an antenna, shroud, planar. . 
.radome, and mounting clamps (seeyigure 7-3), with one TX and one 
Bx module  fitted in the encloàed space behind:thé antenna. .The 
2x/Rx modules  will interface at .an if of 70 MHz and will have the 
'associated - . -pomer supplies Iocated.at the. base of  the radio 
support structure. DC power and (where - appropriate) the traffic, 

- at- - If will be connected- to the radio and antenna package by 
cables running up the pole/tower from the prime power interface 
unit housing at the base. 

One ofthe major trade-off-areas identified in the 
'Technical Model was the output power of the radio. The effective 
iSotropit radiated power (lairp) of  the radio can ,be increased in 
two ways: either the antenna gain can be increased or the ri 
amplifier power output can beincreased:: Increasing the antenna 
diameter beyond the recotmended 0.6 m will cause. a net reduction 

- in eirp unless-the twist and sway characteristics  of thesupport 
structure 'are Very much better than ±1° (see Figure 10-1(b) 
Bef.5),. This places an:uneconomic.penalty on the pole/tower. 
Increasing  the amplifierpower output is  the more cost-effective 
solution. 

S 

The eXperiments1 model of the Rural Microwave Radio uses a 
Gallium Arsenide'Gunn Diode which gives an:output power of about 
+17 dBm (50 mW). An additional stage can be incorporated in the 
Gunn-diode amplifier, to increase  the output  to  the  region of A-23 
dBm, with little difficulty. To increase the  output ,power  to +30 
dBm using 1978-technology requires the use of Impatt_diodes, 
.however. Increasing the ontput power requirements therefore 
:increases the cost.:-of:the power output stage 	the power  stage 
cdst'is not.the only  cost to consider  on increasing  the radio's 
eirr.  To prevent - instability due to the higher powers and power 
gains, much better rf isolators will be required. Essentially, 
gain can be traded for bandwidth and stability; the higher the 
gain the greater the stability problems. Additionally, 
front-toback antenna ratios will need to be higher to prevent 
breakthrough at higher output powers; two stage receiver agc 
units'will be .required (instead of the single.stage 30 dB units 
proposed(s)) to cover the much larger dynamic range;-higher.prime 
power drain will be incurred necesSitating a.larger backup power 
supply source; coordination problems will be increased with 
nigher transmitter power levels; etc. The overall 1978 costs of 
a +23 dBix unit and a +30 dBm unit will therefore increase the 
overall subsystem cost by approximately 13%. and 67%, 
respectively.  The introduction of - lower  noise figure  receiver 

, frontends-milinot - cause the.same design problems (althougir the 
coordination area will be increased), and the additional' cost of 

a lower noise front-end will not cause significant change to the 
overall Cost unless an additional front-end preamplifier is 
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required. It is anticipated a 4 dB noise figure will be the 
standard 1985 model offered (and 7 dB likewise in 1982). 

Figure 7-21 gives the cost curves of the Radio and Antenna 
package with power output as the parameter. To arrive at the 
1982 and 1985 figures, it has been assumed that the broad trend 
of LOS radio prices in recent years will continue. Namely, that 
the dollar  price will remain constant giving a net reduction (in 
1978 dollars) as inflation continues. The inflation rate has 
been assumed to be 7.5% (average to 1985). The cost includes the 
regulated dc supplies and rectifiers, plus on site coax and power 
cabling, but not the cost of bringing prime power to the site, 
the backup power supply, or the base housing. 

7.3.1.2 	Antenna Support Structure 

Five  types of antenna support structures have been 
investigated recently( 44 ): 

a) Lattice, guyed and self-support 

b) Monolithic steel pole 

C) 	Telescoping steel pole 

d) Concrete pole 

e) . Fiberglass pole. 

Of these alternative, only the lattice tower and 
monolithic steel poles proved economic over a wide range of 
applications. The concrete pole was very cost-effective for 
short heights but, apart from other shortcomings( 44 ), was 
generally only available in lengths up to 85 feet. The 
fiberglass pole alternatives could not meet the twist and sway 
requirements (±10 ) economically, even if it had proved 
technically feasible( 44 ). The telescoping steel pole (which is 
Lined with concrete under pressure), although permitting initial 
ground level installation of the radio, vas too costly. 

The Eastern Structural Division of Canron supplied 
detailed budgetary quotations in September 1976( 44 ) for lattice 
towers and monolithic steel poles. Canron was contacted again 
and requested to revise . tneir quotation to end-1978 prices. 
Figure 7-22 shows the revised Canron figures. It was estimated 
that the total maximum area of a repeater (2 antenna packages 
plus spur mounts) exposed to the wind would be less than 25 ft 2 

 (2.32 m2 ). A mean wind speed of 50 mph (80 kmh) was selected 
since wind speed data showed( 45 ) that, in general, the mean 
annual maximum windspeed was around 50 mph for most areas. 
Gusting will cause windspeeds to exceed this figure by large 
amounts on rare occasions( 45) but these gusts will be of short 
duration (<10 s). To give some indication of the likelihood of 
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Timescale 

Figure 7-21 Comparison of Radio and Antenna Subsystem Cost 

in 1978 Dollars, with Output Power as Parameter 
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these extremeconditions, Figure 7-23 is reproduced from Chart 10 
of Reference  146 ;and  shows the hourly-wind mileage over Canada 
with an annual probability of 1/30; i.e., the maximum windspeed 
for one hour in any 30 year period. More detailed windspeed 
information can be obtained for a few sites across Canada where . 

 windspeed and direction are measured continuously( 47 ) 
airportsy. 

The pole costs  in Figure7-22 were based on a supply run 
of 10. .Higher numbers will result in reduced manufacturing - 
costs. Additionally, the installation .and site preparation of 
the radio support structures will be carried out by the telephone 
company and so the contract-out figures assumed in Figure 7-22 
for these costs will be reduced significantly. Figure 7-24 gives 
the revised estimates assuming in-house installation and 
site-preParation by the telephone company 	material costs 
and foundation costs reduced by 15%, and installation Costs 	- 
reduced by 30%). Also shown are the comparative-  costs of 
free-standing and guyed lattice towers (Leblanc and hoyle 
estimates and input trou AGT) and the costs of shôrt concrete 

• poles. It should be noted that, wails the guyed lattice towers 
appear 'much cheaper for heights above 100 feet, they will require 
much larger sites in order to contain the guy-support 
foundations. 

Lighting and grounding costs will be additional to those 
shown in Figure 7-24, as will the provision of a safety rail and 
transportation costs. It is usually unnecessary to provide 
lighting on poles les.;1.  than 100 ft high, but, as a general guide, 
lighting costs approximately $250-$500 for 100-200 feet towers, 
respectively. Grounding costs around $200 per site and a safety 
rail about $3.50 per foot. 

Table 2 below-summarizes the total installed cost (less 
site, transportation, and safety rail costs) for four radio 
support structure heights. Transportation costs for concrete 
poles will be higher than the other alternatives due to the 
weight. 
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NB: These are Costs for 10 Only and Exclude Site and Access Costs. 

Canron Used 4 Ft. Antennas with a Total Package Area of 

25 Ft2  to Design the Towers to Within ± 1 °  Motion in 50 mph 
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Figure 7-22 1978 Estimates of Canron Galvanized Steel Poles Including 
Galvanization, Foundations and Installation Costs 

0 



Figure 7-23 Hourly Wind Mileage Annual Probability 1/30,Miles Per Hour 

( From Chart 10 Reference 46) .  
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N.B. These Curves do Not Include Site Costs, 

or Lighting and Grounding Costs. 

They do Include Galvanizing and 

•  Installation Costs 

20 

0 20 	40 	60 	• 80 	100 	120 	140 

Pole Height, Ft. 

Figure 7-24 Comparison of Supported and Unsupported Lattice Tower Costs 

with Steel Pole  Costs Converted from Figure 7-22. 
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TABLE 2 

Support Structure Cost Summary 
'($ Canadian 1978) 

Steel Pole 

Guyed Lattice Tower 

Concrete Pole 

•9 m/30 ft 18 m/60 ft 27 m/90 ft 37 m/120 ft 

	

7,000 	10,000 	13,800 	18,500 

	

9,300 	10,700 	12,800 	15,100 

	

4,000 	8,000 	16,000 

The use of single wooden poles has been discounted due to 
the warping and twisting that occurs because of the extreme 
environmental  conditions. . Kultiple wooden poles were discounted 
becaUse of their visually intrusive aspect. Concrete poles, 

•while offering distinct cost advantages, for low pole heights, 
- have very much higher shipping costs than the other alternatives. 
• This aspect, and the .potentially limited height range which 
precludes standardization, led to only two support structures 
being considered further: the unsupported - steel pole and the 
guyed lattice tower. 

7.3.1.3 	Prime Power 

a) Hydro 

In most initial applications (5) , the radio route can be 
engineered such that all repeaters are sited within 1 km of 
primary ac power (hydro), and generally well within 100 m. 
Ontario Hydro will provide the first 357, m (1170 ft) of .primary 
cable at no cost provided more than 3 kW of power is 
required( 44 ). Secondary cable (<1 kW) is supplied free for the 
first 30 m, with a maximum length of 100 m permitted. Placement 
costs of either primary or secondary - cable are the same. 
llthough the cost can be as high as $20/m, the mean figure for 
typical terrain is $7.50 per cable meter. ,Average prime power 
costs, using hydro, will tàerefore be about $750, assuming'a 
secondary cable run of 100 m, per site. 

b) Backup Power 

At present, the most economical low power backup 
power-source is the self-contained rechargeable battery. 
Lead-acid batteries are cheaper than 'Gel Cellse, but Gel Cells 
do aot require as much routine maintenance. The lifetime of a 
Gel Call used in the backup mode is typically >10 years but 
overcharging (causing gassing) and loss  of  electrolyte in high 
temperatures will  lover  battery iife( 47 ). Careful design should 
go into tue charger/regulator section of the backup source. The 
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a 

largest Gel cell available weighs 7.75 kg (17 lb) and measures 
18x18x10 cm. This is a 12 volt battery rated at 20 ampere hours 
and costs about $75. The temperature range over which the 
battery must work will affect the power drain allowed. The lower 
the temperature,  the more batteries are required for a given 
power consumption. Two of these batteries in parallel should 
give up to eight hours backup power under_most conditions for a 
typical repeater site. The backup power supply, including the 
associated electronics and sealed housing will therefore cost 	. 
around $500 per repeater site (2 Tx/Ex modules with 50 W maximum 
continuous power drain). 

In. trunk applications the - traffic will be dropped and 
inserted at  Co 's  where additional-backup dc power will .be 
available, while the additional backup power required.to run the 
feeder interface units (70 z/ID-1 Iiàe) will be minimal. If 
tile feeder is associated with a subscriber carrier syStem, the 
remote Concentrator terminal (Of,  for exatple, a IiMS1) Will have 
SuffiCient backup dc power to perhaps supply the complete radio 
repeater as well, providing' care.is taken to removespurious 
interference which may  ne  transmitted via  thé power 'Supply leads. 

- In .the cost estimates, it is assumed:.that no'backup  power 
:supply ,units will .be required for- the end-terminals o± trunk . . 
systems and the CO end of a feeder system-' 

• 
.- Future Remote Power Sources 

The application of the Rural MiCrowaveRadio maTbe made 
more flexible if remote power sources are- available'for use in 
.locations with no access:to primary ac power. These remote 
self-contained sources could be integrated into the repeater 
design. Such a device, as well asbeing:'exceptionally reliable, 
sàould ideally .  be environmentally acceptable (which rules out 
-nuclear,power in the medium tert)'., small (whiCh 'probably rules 
:out wind and propane generators), and àosi effective (which rules 
out solar cells in all but the most remote locations at present). 

While wind generators appear very attractive econotically, 
ià the absence of any practical data tor small generators in 
hostile environments, the-only Cost effective' solution in the 
near-term appears to-be a cOtbination-of Solar cells and-backup 
batteries. (It should be noted - that telePhone backup batteries 
are designed to provide - high output current over a ttypicall 
maximum of 8-hours. For solar 'cell backup batteries, full • 
discharge woUld be spread over up to 50'daysl These batteries 
therefore have different design features:than telephone backup 
batteries ...) Solar cells have already:been used to power radio 

- repeatersi 48, 4 " and'telephones( 50 )'but these-were in specialized 
locations .(.ustralia( 48 ) and Arigonac 49)) with high levels of 
solar radiation, or In applications with extretely lOw power 

''requirements(50). 
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The cost of,solar cellà is expected to decrease 
dramatically ($350 per watt in 1978 to $75 per watt in 1986 for 
the Ottawa areacsi›). .For- this reason it is difficult to 
estimate the cost of a remote power package. Some estimates are , 
available in the literature (55 ), one( 52 ) giving $3000 as the 
cost of a solar cell/battery package for a ItypiCal medium sized" 
radio repeater, and . anothercs 1 ) $5000 as the cost of a 50 W 
propane thermOelectricsenerator. These are 1978 prices for 
equipment available now. 

. 	. 
By the time the Rural Microwave Radio is,ready for service 

(1981-85 time-frame), the' trend_in.remote power source costs 
should be clearer and it is recommended  that serious  
consideration  be given  to an integrated repeater/remote-power 
source package. 

7.3.1.4 	Interface Unit 

a) Trunk Applications 

Most light route radios available today have integral 
multiplex sections which interface from 2 to 8 DS-1 rate signals, 
either at end-terminals or at intermediate drop-and-insert 
locations. This is the approach recommended for the trunk-route 
Rural Microwave Radio. If the radio is located at a CO, the 
multiplex could be housed inside the building in a standard rack. 
If no suitable building exists, the multiplex(es), (and their 
associated modems which take tue 8 DS-1 rate signal and modulate 
it onto the 70 MHz if), would be placed in small housings at the 
base of the radio support structure or in the cabinet used by the 
concentrator terminal (e.g., of a DM5-1 remote). 

The trunk multiplex mould consist of a rack of common 
equipment (power supplies, controls, etc.) into which individual 
one DS-1 rate line cards would be plugged in. The estimated cost 
of the common equipment is $2250 and the estimated cost of an 
individual DS-1 rate line card is $340. These are 1978 prices.' 
An 8 DS-1 rate multiplex is therefore estimated to cost • 

approximately $5000. The cost trend of these integrated 
multiplexes is expected to follow the LOS radio price trend, 
i.e., the dollar price will remain the same thereby effectively 
lowering the cost with time due to inflation. Assuming the same 
trend as in Section 3.1.1, the 1978 dollar prices of the 8 DS-1 
multiplex in 1978, 1982, and 1985 will be $5000, $3750, and 
$3000, respectively. The cost of the housing will be 
approximately $500. 

b) Feeder Applications 

As with the trunk application, a modem will be required to 
take the DS-1 rate baseband signals and modulate them onto the 70 
MHz if. In most feeder applications, however, only one DS-1 rate 
equivalent capacity will be required although 2 DS-1 capacity 
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will  te  provided. For those applications requiring two DS-1 rate 
41inest, either alternate-port outputs of am offset QPSK 
modulator could be used, or both carriers in a single carrier per . 

DS-1 line technique (see the Modulation and Multiplex Section 5). 
In each case the overall system cost (including the modem) will 
be approximately $1000 per radio. 

Site Costs 

This is a large imponderable  and  includes such items as 	1 

access rights, access roadà, cost:of site, survey costs, etc. It 
is doubtful if an accurate figure can be estimated. Generally, 
however, rural routes will use sites on farmland adjacent to 

. roads, which will make  the sites relatively cheap. The total 
ground.:area (for an'18 m pole) .  should be less than 4 m 2  (36 ft2), 
plus any access road. This figure_should.enable the Rural 
Microwave  Radio 'site costs to be less:than or comparable to a 7 
.cable.route, and significantly leàs than 2 GHz -  radio site costs. 

Initially  'the site  costs will not he considered:in the 2 
system coSts, lut will be estimated in the system cost 
comparisons (see Section 7.3.4). 

7.3.2 'Overall -Subsystem COst Summary, 
- 

_ The costs are given in end-1978 Canadian dollars and 
include-the preassembly'costs of the subsystems. It is assumed 
that the noise figures ofthe 1978, 1982, and 1985  receivers will 
be 10, 7 and 4 dB,-respectively, for no change in base price. 

..For sites requiring antenna support structures of 5_30 m, 
galvanized steel poles.have been Chosen; above 30 m, guyed 
lattice towers have been selected. It should be noted that, when 

. support Structures as low as 10 m can-le used,.concrete poles 
Offer a very Cost effective alternative depending on shipping 
costs. 

Table 3 summarizes the subsystem costs, and Tables 4a and 
4b give some sample system costs (less site charges). 

Figures 7-25 to 7-30 give the cost models for 1978, 1982, 
and 1985 technologies tor Trunk and Feeder systems. Figures 7-31 
to 7-34 compare cost vs availability. -  The availability was 
calcUlated from data in  Table 1 and the'curves in Figures 7-13,. 
7-14, and 7-15. To estimate the available fade margin, noise 
figures of 10, 7, and 4 dB were assumed for the 1978, 1982, 1985 
models. •ost data were used frot Figures 7-25 to 7-30. 
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TABLE 3 

Subsystem Cost Summary (1978$) 

1978 	1982 	• 1985 

+17 dBm Radio & Antenna Package 
+23  dB m Radio & Antenna Package 
+30 dBm Radio & Antenna Package 

9 m/30 ft Concrete Pole 
18 m/60 ft Steel Pole 
27 h/90 ft Steel Pole 
37 m/120 ft Guyed lattice tower 

Prime Power connection 
Backup Power package - 

8 DS-1 Trunk multiplex 
Modem 
Multiplex/modem housing 

On-site integration & testing: 

a) Trunk Multiplex site 

h) Repeater site 

C)  End-terminal  

	

7,500 	5,600 	4,500 

	

8,500 	6,400 	5,100 

	

12,500 	9,400 	7,500 

	

4,000 	4,000 	4,000 

	

10,000 	10,000 	10,000 

	

13,800 	13,800 	13,800 

	

15,100 	15,100 	15,100 

750 	750 	750 
500 	500 	500 

	

5,000 	3,750 	3,000 

	

1,000 	750 	600 

	

500 	500 	500 

	

2,000 	2,000 

	

1,500 	1,500 

	

1,000 	1,000 

2,000 

1,500 

1,000 
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DrOp-and-insert site (18 m pole) 	+17 .dBm 
+23 dBm 

• +30 

if repeater site (18 in pole) +17 dBm 
+23 dBm 
+30 dBm 

TABLE  14(a) 

8 DS-1 Trunx system Costs (1978$) 

Output Power 1978 	1982 	1985 

Two end-terminals (18 in poles) +17 dBm 
+23 dBm 

-+30.d.Bm  

47,000 40,700 37,000 
49,000 42,300 38,200 
57,000 48,306 43,000 

	

Multiplex repeater site (18 m pole) +17 dBm 	38,750 32, 1450 28,750 

	

+23 dBm 	40,750 34,050 29,950 

	

+30 dBin 	48,750 40,050 34,750 

if repeater site (18 in pole) +17 dBm 
+23 dBm 
+30 dBm 

27,750 23,950 21,750 
29,750 25,550 22,950 
37,750 31,550 27,750 

•TABLE 4 (b) 

Feeder System Costs (1978$) 

Output Power 1978 	1982 	1985 

Two end-terminals (18 m poles) +17 dBm 
+23 dBm 
+30 dBm 

40,250 35,950 33,450 
42,250 37,550 34,650 
50,250 43,550 39,450 

29,250 25,200 22,850 
31,250 26,800  214,050 
39,250 32,800 28,850 

27,750 23,950 21,750 
29,750 25,550 22,950 
37,750 31,550 27,750 
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Costs are in 1978 Dollars 

NB: Trunk System Assumes No Drop- and - 
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Figure 7-25 Comparison of +17 dBm and +30 dBm Trunk Systems 

Using 1978 Technology 
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Figure 7-26 Comparison of +17 dBm and +30 dBm 8 DS-1 Trunk Systems 

Using 1982 Technology 
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Figure 7-27 Comparison of +17 dBm and +30 dBm 8 DS-1 Trunk Systems 

Using 1985 Technology 
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Figure 7-28 Comparison of +17 dBm and +30 dBm Feeder Systems 
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Costs are in 1978 Dollars 
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Figure 7-29 Comparison of +17 dBm and +30 dBm Feeder Systems 

Using 1982 Technology 
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Figure 7-30 Comparison of +17 dBm and +30 dBm Feeder Systems 
Using 1985 Technology 
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7.3.3 	Cost Sensitivity 

a) 	Trunk - System 

If a 100 km system is uàed as a base, with no - 
drop-and-insert at intermediate sites, the major cost item is the 
antenna and radio subsystem which can contribute up to 63% of the 
system costs (1978, +30 dBm model)» Typical.trunk routes will 
-àowever be 50 km lanes) and should be able to utilize +17 dBm 
output radios. Without drop-and-insert facilities at 
intermediate sites (which will increase the multiplex proportion 
of the system costs), the radio and antenna subsystem will still 
contribute a maximum of 47% (1978 technology) to this 50 km. 
system. The multiplex and support structures are the other major 
cost-contributors. 

It is doubtful if the support structure costs can be • 
reduced significantly without reducing the pole-height to around' 
10 m (as envisaged in the system modeles)). If the radio and 
multiplex costs were to be reduced significantly, it may prove 
economical to reduce the average hop-length from 10 km to 5 km, 
thereby making the widespread use of 10 m concrete poles 
feaàible. One area where costs could be reduced would be to 
relax the availability requirements.. This would be possible in 
networks where facility diVersity is being employed. Figures 
7-31 to 7-34 show the Very steep increase in system costs as 
system availabilities increase. 

b) 	Feeder System 

Again the major cost item for long systems is the radio 
and antenna subsystem which can contribute up to 64% of the total 
costs (1978, 100 km, +30 dBm model). The support structure is 
the only other item contributing above 10% to the costs 
(neglecting site costs). 

7.3.4 	Light Route Systems Cost Comparison 

The Rural_ Microwave Radio System will be compared in 
cost to the two major alternatives; 2 Gaz radio and LD-1/T-1 
cable carrier systems (both unprotected).  

7.3.4.1 Assumptions 

a) 	Cable 

The span terminating equipment (repeater bay, 2 office 
repeaters, power supplies, etc.) is assumed to cost $5000 per 
end. 

The cost of the cable, and its installation, varies 
depending on the type of cable and the geographic conditions. If 1 
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cable already exists, then.conditioning costs.may be aS. 10w as.  
$600 per km( 531 . .-New cable costs (including  installation)  can 
run from $6,000 per km (25 pair/22 gauge aerial/ploughed in good 
terrain). to $20,000. per km (50 pair eTe buried cable in difficult 
terrain) C).  For feeder applications (using 16 pair- 'C' screen 
cable) cable costs may be as low as $4,500 per km in good_soil 
areas. 

b) 	2 . GHz Radio 

The cost of a Tx/Rx Moduleplus.associated multiplex is 
approximately $38,000. The.cost.of  the  antenna  and the feed 
depends on the gain.reguired, and the height of the'radio tower: 
usually the radio is housed at the base Of the tower with.a 
waveguide feed connecting the radio to the:antenna. Costs for 
the antenna and feed vary between $7,000 and $12,000, -uri:t1 
installation costing approximately $10,000. 

The cost of a.200 ft . (61 m) guyed tower is about 
$22,000. The total installed cost-Of a tower - + antenna + feed is 
approximately $40,000. To take advantage of the long .hops . 
available with 2.Gdz Radio, it is assumed that all intermediate 
sites are brand new, and therefOrecosi. in the regiOn_of . $50,000. 
End terminals are assumed to be on_existing ., telCo owned land, 
and therefore incur negligible costs.. Table  -5.  suMmarizes the-
system costs.' It. is assumed-that Trunk hop lengthe.are 50.  km and 
Feeder hop lengths are 33.3 km and that, where twO radios are 
being installed, - tne installation cost ià only.50% more than  the  
installation of one system. N.B. The cost of'back-hauling the: 
vf channels to the intermediate site(s) is not : included although 
it will add appreciably to the Feeder System costs. 

TABLE 5 

2 GHz Radio System Costs 

Two end terminals (61 m/200 ft 
guyed lattice tower) 

Intermediate multiplex site 

if repeater site 

8 BS1 	Feeder 
-Trunk - 

$164,000 	$128,000 

	

$189,250 	$181,250 

	

$179,250 	$179,250 

I  

•7.3.4.2 System Cost COmparison 
'• 

•Figures 7-35 and 7-36 compare +17..dBm . rural Microwave. ' 
Radio (1978 technology), 2 Gliz Radio,  and  Cable system Costs for 
both Trunk and Feeder Routes.- 
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It is expected that 1982 and 1985 technology will . 
decrease both the 2 Gliz Radio and Rural Microwave Radio costs by 
the same fractional amounts, while the cable costs will . either 
remain stable et 1978 levels) or, more likely, increase. 

Note: 
While the Figures 7-35 and 7-36  compare  equivalent  

capacity  melem, they  do not compare  systems with 
equivalent availability. All three systems  are 
unprotected. To protect  the radios will increase  the 
costs12/ approximatelt 50%. To evaluate  the availability  
of a given  Rural  Microwave Radio, Figures 13, 14, and 15' 
of the Technical Model should be consulted. 

• 
It should also be noted that the figures given relate 

only to first cost. Maintenance costs have not been included . in 
the analysis. The Rural Microwave Radio, despite the more 
numerous sites compared to the.2 GHz radio, is expected to have 
lower maintenance costs than that system due to the smaller 
mechanical structures and high.—reliability radio design. The 2 
Gaz radio will have a slight maintenance advantage  for radio. 
failures since the radios will be mounted on the ground. Cable 
maintenance (essentially replacement of repeaters and the repair 
of damaged cable) will cost at least the same as the radio 
maintenance, and more likely more. 
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Figure 7-36 Cost Comparison of +17 dBrn Rural Microwave Radio, 
2 GHz Radio, and LD-1 Cable Systems Over a 
100 km ( 1 DS-1) Feeder 
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8. ANALYSIS OF TELEPHONE COMPANI.DATA AND 
SELECTION OF ROUTES -.FOR EVALUATION 

8.1 	- INTRODUCTION 

In order to test the Technical and Cost Models of the 
Rural Microwave Radio, potential routes needed to be identified 
by à telephone.  coMpany, and the Rural Microwave Radio then 
evaluated over some of these 'real-life' routes. Section 11, 

- AppendiX,C, of the Preliminary ,Report(s) gave the selection 
criteria to  De  used by a telephone cdepany in arriving at likely 
network applications for the Rural Microwave Radio. These 
criteria Were later refined during discussions with the 
participating. telephone companies. 

Two telephone companies participated in the Rural 
Microwave Radio route evaluation: Alberta - Government Telephones 
(AGT) and Bell Canada. This section willigivelthe refined 
criteria'used  for  identifying potential routes, outline the 
routes-shortiisted by AGT and Bell-Canada,,and give 1n - detail 
those, routes selected by BNR for detailed evaluation. 

8.2 	REFINED SELECTION CRITERIA 

• 	,The Rural Microwave Radio wilI act as a carrier 
transmission -system. For this-reaSon, only. those routes 
scheduled for conversion to carrier Systems (typically.LD-1/T1 
p,c.m. cable or - Li -gut route -digital radio} should be considered.:-  
Table 1 below gives the broad'selection - criteria to ,be used. 
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TABLE 1 

Guidelines for Choice of Routes 

Conversion/Installation of Route 
Geographic Features 

Applicability of Route 
Facilities Installed  

: New (digital) Carriér System 
: Falls into general category* 
: Nothing tAtypical 
: preferably near access roads 
and prime power. 

Capacity 
Route length 

Separation of Concentrations 
Growth 

: 1->2 DS-I rate 
: < 50 km 
: 3-10 km 
: Uniformly low 

4->8 DS-1 rate 
< 50 km 
Not Applicable 
Uniformly lov 

* Footnote: See Section 11, Appendix C, of 
Preliminary Report (Reference 5). 
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To enable the evaluation of the route(s) to be,generally 
applicable in as vide a number of Cases  as  possible, it was 
essential that the.chosen . route(s) were not atypical, (i.e. 	. 
consisted of very rocky terrain, had long over-water sections, 
etc.),-such that the route(s) strongly favoured one transmission 
syStem over another. Since the initial application of the Rural 
Microwave Radio is expected to, hein networks - with system.lengths 
less than 50'km (5 ), and in which access roads and-prime power. 
already exist, these limitations were-imposed>on the shortlist 
selection. Although it is anticipated that ' medium-term future 
applications of the Rural Microwave Radio will be in.remote areas 
where system lengths in excess of 100 km are necessary, the 
purpose of-the evaluation exercise was to test the proposed - 
system in those areas where the greatest market lay. i.e., in 
Feeder and Trunk systems with system lengths < 50 km. 

8.3 	TELEPHONE - COMPANY SHORT-LISTED.ROUTES 

8.3.1 	Alberta Government Telephones 

(a) 	Three northern communities were identified to which new 
telephone service was.tobe,connected. The,  longest 
separation between a subscriber-concentration and -a 
sWitching office was 22.5 km, with the smallest being 9. 
km. Typically 40.subscribere.existed:in each.route with 
very low growth rates' predicted.. 

One additional nOrthern community was schedùled for the 
introduction of a telephone link'. The terrain and 
Separations were different . fràmthose of - the.three other 
northern communities, and Figure 8-I - highlights the - main 
features and layout of this.. - route. The diStances given 
are the direct line-ofsight -(4.0.S.) paths in ke.. 

A.G.T. has several short-haul rural pcl cable systems 
which are approaching exhaustion. Several  alternatives 
are being considered  for the future-growth, one of which 
is microwave  radio. The choice will be made on an - 

-individual basis, and will be based on.the requirements 
of the System, the performance  of thecomPeting 
facilities, and their cost. Figure 8-2 shows a 
schematic presentation of the network 'for  One  such . 
system, for whichmicrowave radio looks attractive. The 
distances given between the communities are the cable 
distances in km. 1 	" 

8.3.2 	Bell Canada 

Ontario contains areas with all the basic geographic 
features outlined previously( 5 ). In order to reduce the travel 
time associated with the route survey, it was necessary to choose 

(c) 
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Figure 8-1 "Additional Northern Community" Route Indicating Major 
Features and Layout 
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a region which contained,as many of the basic geographic features 
required in a compact area. Barrie is such a region-and, around 
Barrie, eight candidate routes for the introduction of DMS-1 were 
identified by Bell Canada and the major features of these  routes 
are set out in Table 2. 

8.4 	SELECTION OF ROUTES FOR EVALUATION 

8.4.1 	Alberta Government Telephone Routes 

None of the northern community routes was selected. 

Due to the low capacity, very low predicted growth, and 
relatively short distances, AGT had provisionally decided to 
serve the northern community routes with standard v.f. links and 
therefore one of the main reasons for the evaluation study (i.e., 
to compare the Rural Microwave Radio with other carrier 
transmission systems such as LD-1 and 2 GHz light-route radio) 
would be meaningless. 

The additional northern community route was not chosen 
since it was judged atypical. The unique features of the route-
no  interconnection road, no prime power between sites separated 
by over 40 km, very short separation between end-distribution 
nodes, etc. - made the application of a Subscriber Radio System 
superior to any other carrier system. 

The office - consolidation proposal was chosen since it-
was in tue prime application marketing area for the Rural 
Microwave Radio (i.e. capacity up to.8 DS-1 rate equivalent, 
system lengths < 50 km: see Reference 5) and was in a region 
wnere both cable and radio systems could ncompeten on an equal 
footing. Figure 8-3 gives a scale schematic of the region 
showing the major paved and unpaVed roads serving the 
communities. The district is eSsentially undulating farming 

- terrain with large areas covered in trees. 

8.4.2 	Bell Canada Routes 

The "Stroud" and 'Barrie' routes were eliminated because 
their growth-rates were too high -(5)  to be typical of a rural - 

- area. ,Unfortunately only two types of geographical - areas' 
remained: those which distinctly favoured'buried cable (i.e., 
good soil) and those wàich favoured aerial systems (i.e.,. rocky). 
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It was therefore decided to select one route from each 
soil type and so the Collingwood (good soil) and Gravenhurst 
(rocky) routes were chosen. Gravenhurst was slightly preferred 
to Bracebridge on the grounds of lower growth rates. Figures 8-4 
and 8-5 give scale schematics of the Collingwood and Gravenhurst 
routes, respectively. Note that the first section of the 
Collingwood route is essentially urban while the routes at 
Gravenhurst are rural. 
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9. EVALUATION OF'SELECTED. ROUTES 

9.1. 	INTRODUCTION 

. Field trips were made to assess the selected routes: 
those in region A of A.G.T. were visited between 3 . -7 July 1978 
and those in the Barrie region of Bell Canada between 17-19 July 
1978. This section briefly reviews the characteristics . of the 
regions, gives the location of the repeater sites choséhfor the 
Rural Microwave Radio, and then calculates the availability and. 
cost figures associated with these decisions. Various 
cost/availability trade-offs are discussed and a comparison made 
with other systems. 

9.2 	A.G.T. REGION A 

9.2.1 	General 

. Region A is in East-Central Alberta and is one of-the 
regions chosen by AGT -fér Office Consolidation.  Figure 9-1 shows 
the towns to be connected  in the  consolidation plan,..together 
witn the equivalent digital Capacity reqUired . -for each span.: 
Town Et isf -the propoSed ccinsolidated switching 'centre. AGT.have 
put in  cable between the towns (along. the-Sides of: -theroads 
snown in Figure 9-1)-, but no:digital systems are installed . at 
presents The *consolidation .  plan envisages -facility -diversity to • 
achieve hightransmission reliability;and so a padio.system, or 
another cable, is requirectto achieve this:goal. A 235 ft (72 m) 
high  free-standing  lattice tower currently-ejcists at theTown - B 
C.O. and presently supports -a periscope.antenna  for a tUower-2 
GHz" radio trunk system. 

• The area is mainly rolling farmland'interspersed with 
several large wooded areaS,.althOughthe ,  total trée.cover is well 
below'50%. The highest point is around 2300 ft (701 m): above. 
mean sea level, dropping to 2000 ft .  (610 m) - above mean sea level 
in places. Most high points did not have thick tree cover and it 
was.possible to establish-line of-sight - routes fairly-quickly. A. 
more detailed route eValuation, however, (taking a week- Or two „ 
with a mobile 'cherry piCker!). wOnld'probably reduce the number 
of  hops finally needed. The trees -Weregenerally-lessthan 
(18 m).high which, although precluding .thewidespread,Use of 30' 

"(9 M) poles, would enable 60e, (18 10.. - poleto;be used in - almost 
all cases investigated'. 	 _ 

9.2.2 	Assumptions for Route Planning 

It was assumed that ail multiplex locations  would be 
located in the towns inside the existing offices; i.e., no remote 
multiplexes.  Where possible, radio sites were to be located 
close  to existing power lines and paved  roads, (the latter for 
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ease of maintenance, although in winter, in theWestern.and 
Central Provinces, drifting of snow is more of hazard on roads 
than the total quantity'of snow depOsited).. Only where forced to 
(by the local topography) would Sites be located adjacent to 
unpaved roads. If high points existed Within 100 m of the road, 
and power, these locations woUld be included in the short-list 
for. site locations. The 235 ft (72 ml tower in town-B was 
assumed -t.0 be available for siting the Rural Microwave Radio at 
heights up to 150 ft (46 m). This' height.limit was_chosen to 
allow a good working area at a reasonable height ., and..to optimize 
the bending.,moment due to windage against antenna height 
(clearance). 

9.2.3 	Initial Considerations 

. The A.G.T. telephone cable had been installed alongside 
tile roads. A radio, however does not have to follow the roads 
exactly. Since the use of radio was required to permit 
facility-diversity, could the radio route be planned in such a 
way that common failures (i.e., a failure affecting both the 
radio and the cable simultaneously) were virtually elliminated? 

For instance, the town E (cable-carried) traffic is 
routed through town F to town B. If, the radio were to take the 
town F traffic through town E and town A to town E (see Figure 
9-2), a catastrophic failure at town F would not prevent the town 
E traffic reaching town B since they could now  ne  routed by radio 
through town E. The radio therefore confers not only the 
advantage ce facility diversity. (with cable), but route diversity 
as well. Figure 9-3 shows a conceptual design cd'a partial route 
diversity and facility diversity,  plan for the AGT region A. 

9.2.4 	Preliminary Route Analysis 

It was quickly evident  that 30 ft ( ) poles  would 
limit the hop lengths  to typically  3-5 km. Since the cost model 
showed  the radio to be the major  cost item, it was essential  to 
increase  the height  of the (hypothetical)  pole  to increase  the 
average hop-length.  A 'standard' pole, height  of 60 ft (11 a) was 
therefore assumed.  

There is no paved road between towns C and D, towns D 
and G, and towns E and A. That, and the crucial absence of prime 
power, precluded the use of the radio interconnection concept 
shown in Figure 9-3. If a reliable  and economic remote power  
source  could be integrated  into the Rural Microwave  Radio, this 
problem  would no longer  exit.; The maximum single-hop (i.e., 
town-to-town) length is less than 50 km which, although feasible 
at 18 GRz, would demand 200 ft (61 m) towers at most sites. If a 
2 GRz radio system is to be used, the hypothetical radio route 
shown in Figure 9-3 is recommended since it increases the 
combined cablè-radio system  reliability at no extra cost. The 
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'1978 technology' Rural, Microwave:Radio, however, will take the 
'traditional' cable , route, following the roads as necessary>. The 
main• paved and unpaved roads were therefore inspected to see 
where 60e (18 m) or 90' (27 m) poles could be 'located close to 
prime power. 

9.2.5 	Selected Radio Route 

9.2.5.1 60 ft/18 m Pole Alternative 

(a) 	Repeater  Locations:  Figure 9-4 gives the radio sites 
selected for this alternative. The repeater sites are numbered 
(1 to 13) and the statistics of the hop-lengths are shown in 
Table 1 below. . 

TABLE 1 : 60'/18 m Pole hop-lengths 

Town B 
repeater 1 

Town B 
repeater 2 
repeater 3 
repeater 4 
repea  ter 5 

Town B 
repeater 6 
repeater 7 

Town C 
repeater 8 

Town E 
repeater 9 

repeater 1 
Town A 

repeater 2 
repeater 3 
repeater 4 
repeater 5 
Town F 

repeater 6 
repeater 7 
Town C 

- repeater 8 
- Town D 

- repeater 9 
Town F 

9.5 km 
17.0 km 

20.0 km 
6.25 km 
7.5 km 
5.0 km 
4.9 km 

22.25 km 
9.25 km 
1.75 km 

10.25 km 
26.25 km 

3.75 km 
9.75 km 

Town F 
repeater 10 - 
repeater 11 - 
repeater 12 - 
repeater 13 - 

repeater 10 
repeater 11 

• repeater 12 
repeater 13 
Town G 

6.25 km 
6.7 km 
8.2 km 
7.0 km 
13.5 km 

Overall average hop length: 10.78 xm  

Average hop-length eiliminating long hops to Town B and the 1.,75 
km repeater 7- Town C hop: 8.87 km  

Towns C and D lie in a shallow - valley, hence the long 
hops possible from highway X. hepeater site 2 is ah old ,. 
observation tower site in a ,  military area. It is not known 
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Whether planning permission would be obtainable for this site, 
lthough it was derelect (despite power being on the site) and 
obviously unused for several years.• Repeater 10, 11, and 13 were 
sited on good (although unpaved) roads in order to reduce the 
total number of sites required. All sites were well within 100 m 
of power except for site 12 wnich was 600 m from a'power line. 
Repeater 7 is only 1.75 km from ToWn C. This.site. was necessary 
because of a hill between highway X and Town C at t'hat point. It 
is probable that a cable feeder line.would be cheaper than a 1.75 
km radio ehOpe, but it has been assumed that a radio hop would 4e 
used in calcUlating availability and cost figures. Repeater 9 
(3.75 km from Town le) is required for exactly the same reason: 
intervening high ground. Repeater 1 is a precautionary measUre. 
While Towns A and B are almost certainly in line-of-site contact 
(due to the 235 ft/71 m tower at Town B)• an additional 
intermediate site is included both to ensure this fact and to 
enable the antenna at Town B to be within the 150 ft/46 trà 
stipulations (see Section 9.2.2). 

(b) 	Availability Calculations 

These calculations  are for propagation caused 
unavailability 	rain, multipath, etc) and include 0.0006% 
per-hop radio equipment unavailability. Using 1978 technology, 
the MTBF of a multiplex will be approximately 111,000 h (two-bm.y) 
and that of a modem, approximately 333,000 h (two-way). The . MTTR 
will be 3 h maximum, which will give a worst case two-way 	• 
unavailability,  of 0.0036% per multiplex-modem site, and 0.0009% 
per modem-only site. These unavailability figures should be used 
to calculate the DS-1 interface to DS-1 interface system . 
availabilities. 

For hop length below 15 km, multipath is completely 
ignored; between 15 and 20 km multipathimavailability is. assumed 
to be equal to rain caused unavailability; above 20 km multipath 
unavailability is obtained from figure 17 of the Technical and 
Cost Model and Reference 36. A rain climatic zone similar to 
Swift Current (Sask) is assumed, and Figures 7-1, 7-19, and 7-21 
of the Technical and Cost Model used to calculate availability. _ 

Three radio models with different noise figures (NF). are 
assumed; àodel A (10 dB N.F.), Model B (7 dB N.F.), and Model C 
(4 dB N.F.). Since the rain climatic zone is not as severe as . 
Ottawa, .a +17 dBm power output is assumed for all models and, for 
low cost, a fixed awg.c. range of , 30 dB is used. I.e. the 
maximum  per-hop  fade margin  is restricted  to-30 db. Tables 2(a) . 

 and 2(b) summarize the Span and System availabilities calculated 
for the Radio Network. 
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Span 

TABLE 2a : SPAN AVAILABILITY 

Span Length 	Availability  

Model A Model B Model C 

Town G - Town F 41.65 km 	99.988 	99.990 	99.991 
Town E - Town F 13.50 km 	99.996 	99.997 	99.997 
Town A - Town B 26.50 km 	99.979 	99.984 	99.988 
Town D - Town C 36.50 km 	99.921 	99.951 	99.966 
Town C - Town B 33.25 km 	99.951 	99.966 	99.980 
Town F - Town B 43.65 km 	99.973 	99.979 	99.983 

System  

TABLE 2b : SYSTEM AVAILABILITY 

System  Length 	Availability 

Model A Model B Model C 

Town E - Town B 57.15 km 	99.969 ,  99.976 	99.980 
Town G - Town B 85.30 km 	99.962 	99.969 	99.974 
Town F - Town B 43.65 km 	99.973', 99.979 .99.983. . 

-Town A - Town B 26.50 km 	99.979 	99.984 	99.988 
Town C - Town e 33.25 . kM 	99.951:: - 99.966 	99 -.980 . 
Town D - Town B 69.75 km 	99.872 	99.917-  99.945 . . 

The availabilities of the alove - -spans were not-
determined principally by the length of the spans but by the 
length of the longest hop within the spans.»  If ' the output power 
were-to be increased'for  the. long 	the. resultant. 
availabilities would be equivalent to span or .  system lengths. 
Since a multiplex is located at the end. of each span', it is - 
assumed that'regeneration of the traffic.occurs at each span 
termination. 

(c) 	System Costs 

it is assumed that no additional prime or backup power is. 
required - in the community C.O.es. Cost data is obtainèd froM the 
Technical and Cost Models ,seCtion and it should be emphasized 
that these costs are BN estikates only,"but they are realistic 
estimates,.nevertheless of'a manufactureres price with adequate 
profit margins built in. 

As with the availability calculations, three time-frames 
are assumed: 1978, 1982, and 1985. The subsystem cost and totals 
are given below (1978 Canadian dollars): 
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Towns D, E, and A Terminals 

. 	1978 	1982 	1985 

18 m pole 	 10,000 	10,000 	10,000 
+17 dBm Radio Subsystem 	7,500 	5,600 . 4,500 
modem (includes 2  1)5-1 mus) 	1,000, 	750 	600 
Installation and Test 	1,000 	1, 000 	1,000 

	

19,500 	17,350 	16,100 



(As ,ToWn - F except zero 
. cost for . pole) 

. 1978 	1982 	1985 .  

37,110' 	28,508 23,466 

• 
I .  
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Town C Terminal 

1978 	1982 	1985 

18 m pole. 	 10,000 	10,000 10,000 
+17 dBm Radio . Subsystem (X2) 	15,000 	11,200 	9, 0cto 
lux (rack + 4 OS-1 modules) 	- 	3,610- ',2,708 	2,166 
Modem ((U) one modem contains 2 DS-1 aux) 	2,000 	1,500 	1,200 
Installation and. Test 	 2,000 	2,000 2,000 

32,610 	27,408 24,366 

Town G Terminal 

1978 	1982 	1985 

18 m Pole 	 10,000 	10,000 	10,000 
+17 dBm Radio Subsystem 	 7,500 	5,600 	4,500 
'lux (rack + 4 OS-1 modules) 	3,600 	2,708 	2,166 
Modem 	 1,000 	750 	600 
Installation and Test 	 1,000 	1,000 	1,000 

23,110. -20,058 18,266 

Town F•  

. 1978 	1982 	1985 

18 m Pole 	 10,000_ 10,000 10,000 
+1783m Radio Subsystem (X3) . 	22,500 - 16,800 13,500 
aux (rack + 4 OS-1 modules) 	3,610 	2,708 	2,166 
Mux (rack + 8 OS-1 modules) 	 3,750 3,000 
Modem ((X3) one modem.contains 2 OS-1 aux) 	3,000 ' 2,250 	1,800 
Installation and Test 	. 	3,000, 	3,000 ' 3,000 

47,110 	38,508 33,466 

Town B Terminal 



As above, except Prime Power 
Costs $3,600 instead of $750 31,100 	27,300  25,100 	111 
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1.F. REPEATER  Sites (except  No m 
1978 	1982 	1985 

18 m pole 	 10,000 	10,000 	10,000 
+17 dBm Radio Subsystem (X2) 	15,000 	11,200 	9,000 
Prime Power 	 750 	750 	750 
Back-up power 	 500 	500 	500 
Housing for power 	 500 	500 	500 
Installation and Test 	 1,500 	, 1,500 	1_,500  

28,250 	24,450 22,250 

I.F. REPEATER  Site No 12 

OVERALL OFFICE-CONSOLIDATION SYSTEM  

Hence, total installed cost of the seven terminals and thirteen 
L.F. repeater sites is: 

1978 	1982 	1985 

$568,540 $487,232 $439,964 

Over half of these costs is due to the i.f. repeater 
sites, and between 40% and 50% of the overall costs is due to the 
radio subsystems. A reduction in both these items (number of 
repeaters and radio subsystem unit cost) would significantly 
improve the economics of the Rural Microwave Radio in this 
particular evaluation study. 

9.2.5.2 90 ft/27 m Pole Alternative 

(a) 	Repeater  Locations: The use of 90 ft/27 m high poles 
would only benefit the radio route on the Southern section of the 
A.G.T. region A. Figure 9-5 shows the new route plan. N.B. 
where eolde sites are used, they are numbered as in Figure 4 (60 
ft/18 m pole alternative). There is one new site (site 14) which 
is located between old sites 11 and 12. Table 3 gives the hop 
lengths. 
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TABLE 3 : 90 1 /27 m pole hop-lengths 

Town A 
repeater 

Town B 
repeater 

- repeater 
1 - Town B 

- repeater 
3 - Town F  

1 	9.50 km 
17.00 km 

3 	26.25 km 

	

16.00 	km 

Town B 
repeater 
repeater 

- repeater 6 
6 - repeater 7 
7 - Town C 

22.25 km 
9.25 km 
1.75 km 

Town C 
repeater 

Town E 

- repeater 
8 - Town D 

- Town F  

8 	10.25 km 
26.25 km 

13.00 km 

Town. F 
repeater 14 
repeater 13 

- repeater 14 
- repeater 13 
- Town G 

16.00 km 
10,70 km. 
13.50 km 

Average hop-length: 	 14.75 Km 



A.G.T. Region A 

Town A 

0 Radio Repeater; 18 m Poles 

Radio Multiplex Location; 18 m Poles 

D Radio Repeater; 27 m Poles 

Radio Multiplex Location; 27 m Poles 

Town E 

Jj 

Town B (Existing  72m  Tower) 

Highvvay 

Designation 

0 

Town D 

Paved Road 

--- Unpaved Road 

— 

Town F 

Town G 

Town C 

I‘ - irs  

2 
km. 

O 
o  

Figure 9-5 Proposed Sites for the Rural Nlicrowave Radio Using a Combination of 18m and 27m  Poles 
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'90ft/27 a poles vould not- eliminate any of the repeaters 
on the Northern Section (highway X) with thepossible exception. 
of repeater .  1 if a 90 ft/27 m pole was sited at Town A. To eseell 
Town C from highway X at the site of repeater 6, would •equire a 
210 ft/64 m high tower in Town- C. Increasing the height of some 
of the poles to 90t/27 m makes a lot of difference on the . 
Southern Section of the AGT region:A, however. Repeater 9 is no 
longer'reguired on the Town E - Town F span, and three of the. 
repeaters can be elliminated from the Town B - Town F span, 
including repeater 2. Repeater 2 - is the repeater located on 
military grounds, which may have raised planning permission 
problems. Maximum benefit to the Town F - Town G span (using.90 
ft/27 m poles) is achieved by creating a new site between 
repeaters 11 and 12. This new site could confer additional 
advantages (due to intermediate drop and insert facilities) as 
will be seen in Section 9.4.1. 

(4) 	Availability Calculations 

Exactly the same assumptions used'in section 2.5.1(b) are used. 
here, (i.e., propagation availability is calculated, with 
equipment- unavailability. of 0406% per hop included). Tables 
4(a) and 4(b) summarize the Span and System availabilities 
calculated for the radio network. 

Span  

TABLE 4(a) : SPAN AVAILIBILITY 

Span Length 	Availabilitv  

Model A Model B Model C 

Town G - Town F 40.20 km 	99.975 	99.980 	99.983 
Town E - Town.? 13.00 km 	99.995 	99.996 - 99.996. 
Town A - Town E 26.50 km 	99.979. 99.984 	99.988 
Town - D - Town C 36.50 km 	99.921 .  99.951 	99.966 
Town C - Town B 33.25 km 	99.951 	99.966 	99.980 
Town F - Town B 42.25 km 	99.908. 99.940 	99.968 

Svstem 

TABLE 4(b) : SYSTEM AVAILABILITY 

Svstem Length 	Availabilitv  

Model A Model B Model C 

Town E - Town B 55-27 km 	99.903 -  99.935 	99.954 
Town G...-.Town B 82.45 km 	99.883. 99.915. .99.941 
Town F - Town B 42.25km .-99.908 	99..940 , 99.958. -  
Town A - Town B 26 -.50 km 	99.979 • 99.984 . 99.988 

\ Town C 	Town B 32.25 km • 99.951 	99.966 -99.980 
\\/. Town D 	TowniB . 69.75.km: S9.872 



1978 	1982 	1985 
19,500 	17,350 	16,100 

1978 	1982 	1985 
23,300 	21,150 	19,900 

1978 	1982 	1985 
32,610 	27,408 	24,366 

1978 	1982 	1985 
23,110 	20,058 	18,266 

1978 	1982 	1985 
50,910 	42,308 	37,266 

1978 	1982 	1985 
37,110 	28,508 	23,466 

19°78 	1982 	1985 
28,250 	24,450 	22,250 

1978 	1982 	1985 
32,050 	28,250 	26,050 
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(c) 	System Costs 

The same assumptions are made as in the "60 ft/18 m" alternative. 
The subsystem costs and totals are given below (1978 Canadian 
dollars): 

Towns D and A Terminale  

(As before with 18 m poles) 

Town E Terminal  

(As before, but with 27 m pole) 

.Town  C Terminal 

(As before with 18 m pole) 

Town G Terminal  

(As before with 18 m pole) 

Town F Terminal  

• 

 

(As  before, but with 27 m pole) 

Town H Terminal 

(As before with no pole costs) 

I.F. REPEATERS  1, 6, 7, and 8 

(As before with 18 m poles) 

I.F. REPEATERS  3, 13, and 14 

as before, but with 27 m poles) 

OVERALL OFFICE-CONSOLIDATIOR SYSTEM  

Hence, the overall cost of the seven terminals, four "18 
111" repeaters, and three "27 mn repeaters is: 

1978 	198? 	1985 , 

$415,190 356,682 	322,614 

The "90 gt/27 m" hybrid model shows a reduction of about 
27% in total system costs over the "30 ft/18-m" model. -- ThiS is 
due .  to the number of repeaters being reduced from 13 to . 7, which 
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more than compensated for the five sites which *required 27 m 
poles. Taken to the limit, removing all the i.f. repeater sites 
(i.e., only the seven C.O. terminals remain) and assuming 
200e/61 m towers at all the C.O. sites (costing $22,000 each) 
except Town B, the system costs reduce to: 

1978 	1982 	1985 

$270,440 238,532 	219,864 

The availability of this super-long-hop 18 GHz system 
would only be in the order of 90% to 95%, however, and detailed 
availability calculations would need to be made to ensure the 
Office Consolidation facility-diversity overall reliability 
requirements were achieved. 

9.3 	BELL CANADA GRAVENBUEST AND COLLINGWOOD REGIONS 

9.3.1 	Gravenhurst Region 

9.3.1.1 General 

• Gravenhurst is about 80 km. NE  from -Barrie. Figure 9-6 
•shows  the communities which Bell :Canada-proposes to serve using a 
DMS-1 subscriber carrier system. The main - ethroughe highway' 
(highway 11) is nOt shown. Each Conimunity consiste principally 
of summer.(hOliday) residences and would be served.byOneiDMS-1 
system, the number of remote terminals being increased-as the 

• traffic demanded. 

The area is heavily wooded. Unlike the AGT. region, 
however, the trees are generally taller than .60  £t/1.8 .m high. and 
much denser, making line-of-sight visual checks virtually - 
impossible. The height of the area yaried between around 750 
ft/230 m to 900 ft/275 m above mean sea level, Gravenhurst'itàelf 
being built on a steeply sloping shore. The use of 60 ft/18 m 
poles would have been impractical, and 90 ft/27 m polee had to be 
eeinplOyed ,  in order to make  the  radio  route feasible. 

9.3.1.2 Assumptions for Route Planning 	 • 

As befOre,  radio. sites. were-to be located as clOseto 
both prime-power and paved roads - as- possible. High pOints, close 
to - both roads - and prime power were-included in the site short 
.list. 

4.3.1.3 Preliminary Route Analysis 

It was quickly evident that 60 ft/18 m poles were a 
totally impractical solution, and that visual line-of-sight 
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(L.O.S.) planning was almost impossible  due  to the height  and 
 density of the trees. Topographic maps were therefore used for 

initial site selection, before.inspecting the localities for . 
suitability (nearness to power, roads, etc). 

Since 90 ft/27 m poles were aSsumed, single-hop systems 
were possible if a suitable site could be found in Gravenhurst. 
The switching centre in Gravenhurst (assumed to be the present 
C.O.) is located 25R/8 m below the summit of the hill that 
Gravenhurst is built on. A.90 ft/27 m pole sited-at the C.O. ' 
would have an L.O.S. path to Shanty Bay and Morrison Lake, but 

 not to Housey Rapids which is beyond the .crest of the hill. Two 
options are therefore available: either a two-hop system would 
have to be used between Housey Rapids and Gravenhurst, or a 
taller tower would be requireclin Gravenhurst to clear the stores 
built on the crest of the hill. 

9.3.1.4 Selected Radio System 

(a) Route Plan: The incremental cost of increasing the tower 
height at Gravenhurst from 27 to 37 m (90-120 ft) was judged to 
be less than the cost of an additional repeater and so the route 
shown in Figure 9-7 was seleCted. 

Shanty Bay, Morrison Lake, and Housey Rapids would have 
- 27 m poles, while Gravenhurst would have a 37m guyed tower. 
Power-is available within 100 m at Morrison Lake and Horsey-
Rapids, but a 300 m run.  would be required : at Slianty.Bay. The 
cost Of putting in the power line will be inCluded in the system 
cOst figurers even though it is very probable that.the radio 
terminal could be powered from the standard DM5-1 rémote power 
supply. 

The hop-lengths are summarized below in Table 5. 

- 
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TABLE 5 : GRAVENHURST SPla LENGTHS 

Radio. Uslp Cable. Span 

Shanty Bay 	- Gravenhurst 	14 	km 	22.8 km 
Morrison Lake - Gravenhurst 	9 	km 	18.5 km 
Housey. Rapids - Gravenhurst 	14.25 km 	25.9 km 

• 	 It is interesting to note the large difference between 
the radio and cable lengths. The comparatively long cable routes 
are necessary due to the need to avoid the many obstacles in the 
path (Lakes, trees, hills, etc). 

(b) Availability Calculations  

As before, propagation availability is calculated 
(including 0.0006% per-hop equipment unavailability) usinci +17 
dBm output power, 30 dB a.g..c. range, and three noise figures: 
10 4, 7 - dB, and 4 dB (models A, B, and C, respectively). Table 
6 summarizes the system availabilities for, the three routes 
assuming Ottawa rainfall characteristics ,(see Figure 13 Of the 
Technical and Cost Model). A +17 dBm output power was chosen - 

: because these are only single.  hop systems.with length <<20 km. 
Modem unavailability will be in addition to.the calculated 
figures and can be estimated.from - a previous,subsection--(see 

(b)9. 

TABLE 6 : SYSTEM AVAILABILITY  
- 

Route 	 Model A Model B Model C 

Shanty Bay 	- Gravenhurst ) 99.982 99.987 99.989 
Housey Rapids - Gravenhurst 
Morrison Lake - Gravenhurst 	99.992 99.994 99.994 

-(c) SVstem  Costs 

It is assumed that no additional prime or backup power 
is required at GraVenhurSt, but that these source s.  are:required 
at . .the , otherthree locations (deSpite the 'very high Probability 
that there will be spare capacity availableffroM the DM5-1 remOte 
concentrator power supplies). Again, the. coSts - given are 
'reaiistic'BNR estimates of a manufacturer.es price with'adèquate 
profit  margin built in. - Three timeframes are assumed': 1978, 
1982 and 1985. The subsystemcostS are giVen below (in 1978 
Canadian dollars): 
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SHANTY  BAY Terminal  
1978 	1982 	1985 

27 m pole 	 13,800 	13,800 13,800 
+17 dBm Radio Subsystem 	 7,500 	5,600 	4,500 
Modem 	 1,000 	750 	600 
Prime power (300 m run) 	 1,800 	1,800 	1,800 
Back-up power 	 500 	500 	500 
Housing for power subsystem 	500 	500 	500 
Installation and test 	 _1,99_0 _1,090 _1,990 

	

.nnnn•••n•n•nnnn 	 ••n••••n •n•.•••n•••• 

26,100 	23,950 22,-700 

MORRISON  LAKE and HOUSE!  RAPIDS  Terminals 
1978 	1982 	1985 

27 m pole 	 13,800 	13,800 	13,800  
+17 dBm Radio Subsystem 	 7,500 	5,600 	4,500 
Modem 	 1,000 	750 	600 
Prime power (< 100 m run) 	 750 	750 	750 
Back-up power 	 500 	500 	500 
Housing for power subsystem 	500 	500 	500 
Installation and test 	 1,000 	1,000 	1 000 

25,050 	22,900 21,650 

GRAirENHURST  Terminal 	 1978 	1982 	1985 
37m  guyed lattice tower 	15,100 	15,100 15,100 
+17 dBm Radio Subsystem (X3) 	22,500 	16,800 13,500 
Modem (X3) 	 3,000 	2,250 	1,800 
Installation and Test 	 3,000 	3 000 	3,000 

	

43,600 	37,150 33,400 

TOTAL, SYSTEM  COSTS for GRAVENHURST  AREA 
1978 	1982 	1985 

$119,800 $106,900 $99,400 
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9.3.2 	Collingwood Region 

9.3.2.1 .General 

Collingwood is about 80 km NW from Barrie and is a 
mixture of lakeside resort, shipbuilding and trading port, and 
farming area. Figure 9-8 shows the DMS-1 Serving Area, and the 
roads of interest, for the Collingwood - Duntroon - Singhampton 
route. Singhampton is not scheduled to receive a remote terminal 
until some years after Duntroon, but one DES-1 machine will have 
sufficient capacity to serve both hamlets. 

The area is essentially rolling fatmland around the 
proposed route, with occasional large areas of trees. As in the 
Gravenhurst region, the trees tend to be higher than 18 m, but in 
this particular area the trees are not so dense or so profuse. 
The land clins steeply from the coast with a change in.height' 
between Duntroon and Collingwood of over 700 ft/2I3 m. Beyond. 
Duntroon, the topography changes abruptly to an extremely 
undulating characteristic with steep  bills and narrow valleys. 

9.3.2.2 :AssumptiOns. for Boute Planning 

These are the same as for the other routes planned. 

.9.3.2.3 Preliminary Route Analysis . 

'A line-Of-sight path was easily obtained between the 
Collingwood S.C. and-Duntroon due.to the height difference 
between the two locations. The area between Duntroon and 
Singhampton, however, is exttemely undulating with significant . 
tree cover, and it was impossible to establish an L.O.S. path 
directly between Duntroon and -Singhampton with even 72m towers'. 
A number'>of intermediate sites wete.therefore selected using a 
topographic map, and inspected later fôr their suitability 
(nearness to power, paved roads, etc.). 

The link between Collingwood and Duntroon could be 
achieved Using 18m poles at both - ends. A 27 m pole was selected 
for Duntroon, however, to enable the DMS-1 lihk to.be extended to 
Singhampton more easily. The prease,Duntroon - Singhampton 
routeleas very difficult to choose,fthere being a number of - 
options  to eshoott , round the numerous peaks that intervene 
between the two hamlets. 

9.3.2.4 Selected Radio Route 

(a) Route Plan 

Figure 9-9 gives the proposed radio route plan selected 
toc the Collingwood - Duntroon - Singhampton.DMS-1 feeder. All 
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from Collingwood Switching Centre. Only the Roads of Direct Interest 
are Shown 
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three sites were located within 100.m of.-power and close-topaved 
roads. The exact position-of the Singhampton terminal is 'very 
dependent on the siting of repeater 2. This dependence would be 
removed if the Rural Microwave Radio had an integral remote power 
source since repeater 2 could then be sited on top of a hill 38 m 
above Singhampton,-but about 800 m from the nearest paved road 
(and power). Table 7 gives the radio hop  lengths of the System. 

TABLE 7 : Collingwood System hop lengths 

Collingwood S.C. 	- Duntroon 	11 	km 
Duntroon 	- Repeater 2 	4 	km 
Repeater 2 	- Singhampton 	3.75 km 

(b) Availability Calculations 

- Again, propagation availability  is calculated (including 
> 0.0006% per hop equipment unavilability) using +17 dBm  output 
power, 30 dB a.g.c.  range, and three noise figures; 10 &B,.7 dB 
and 4 dB (Models A, B, and C respectively). Tables 8(a) and 8(b) 
sumearize the span and systee availabilities assuming'Ottawa 
rainfall characteristics (see Figure -7-13-of:the Technical.and 
coet MOdel). Again, Modem-unavailability will be in addition to 
these values. 

TABLE 8(a) : SPAN AVAILABILITIES 

Model A Model B Model C 

Collingwood S.C. - Duntroon 	99.989 	99.992 	99.992 
Duntroon 	- Singhampton 99.996 	99.996 	99.996 

TABLE 8(b) : SYSTEM AVAILABILITIES 

Model A 	Model B Model'C 

CollingwoOd S.C. 	Duntroon 	99.989 	99.992 	99.992 
Collingwood S.C. - Singhampton 99.985 	99.988 	99.988 
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Figure 9-9 Proposed Radio Route for DMS-1 Feeder Link 
to the Duntroon and Singhampton Area 
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(c) System Costs 

The same assumptions are made as before, and the 
subsystem and total costs are given below (in 1978 Canadian 
dollars): 
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COLLINGWOOD  Terminal 
1978 	1982 	. 1985 

18 m pole 	 10,000 .10,-000 -10,000 
+17 dBm Radio Subsystem 	 7,500 	5,600- 4,500 -  
Modem 	 1,000 	, 	750 . 	600 
Installation and Test 	 1,000 	1,000 	1,000 

19,500 	17,350 16,100 

DUNTROON  Terminal 
1978 	1982 	1985 

27 m pole 	 13,800 	13,800 	13,800 
+17 dBm Radio Subsystem (X2) 	15,000 	11,200 	9,000 
Modem (X2) 	 2,000 	1,500 	1,200 
Prime power (< 100 m run) 	 750 	750 	750 
Back-up power 	 500 	500 	500 
Housing for power subsystem 	500 	500 	500 
Installation and test 	 2,000 	2,000 	2,000 

34,550 	30,250 '27,750 

SINGHAMPTON  Terminal 
1978 	1982 	1985 

(As for Collingwood except for a 
27 m pole instead of an 18 m pole) 23,300 	21,150 19,900 

i.f. Repeater  (Site 2) 
1978 	1982 	'1985 

27 m pole 	 - 13,800 	- 13,800 	13,800 
+17 dBm Radio Subsystem ((2) 	15,000 	11,200 	9,000 
Prime Power (< 100 m run) 	' 	 750 	750 	. 	750 
Back-up power 	 500 	500 	500 
Housing for power subsystem 	' 	500 	50.0 	500 
Installation and test 	 _1,500 	1,500 	1,500 • 

32,050 - 28,250 26,050 

Total COLLINGwOOD  System  
• 1978 •. 	1982 	' 1985, 

 $109,400,  $97,000 $89,800  
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9.4 	COMPARISON OF SYSTEM COSTS 

9.4.1 	A.G.T. -Region à 

Using the "27 m pole" hybrid route plan, the office - 
consolidation transmission system costed $415,190 with 1978 
technology. Depending on the type of-radio,selected, and the 
height of the towers, an unprotected-2  GHz radio  system-would 
cost between approximately $400,000 and $700,000. A totally new 
stand-alone cable transmission system would cost' in excess ,of , 
$1,000,000. If the span7line switching and channel banks  are 

 assumed common between the original and the additional 
(d.iversity) cable systems, however, the:installed cost of the 
additiOnal ca le system would he nearer $600,000. Clearly, for 
this office consolidation  pian,  the 'choice lies between -the 2 GHz 
radio option and.the 18 GHz Rural Microwave Radio. 

The 2 Gaz radio syStem . will'igive:a.slightly higher 	: 
availability than the 18 GHz alternative due to the,lower 
propagation outages to be - expected at 2 Gift. . Very high 
individual-system :availability (>99.99%) isnota.  prime_ 	, 
requirement, however, provided the Overall joint,facilitv, 
availability exceeds 9999%. A.-cable system running:in the - 
facility-diverSity.mode witn the 18 GHziaural Microwave Radio 
-would enable tàe joint availability to exceed the 99.99%Hfigure, 
easily-in the office  consolidation plan-investigated. Thechoice 
between'a2.GHz or an 18 GHz system.will most probably be made on 
the basis'of fleXibility,. ilUintenance .iandadded features . 
provided within the total price.- 

The -paior advantage  of the18 Gaz Rural - Microwave  Radio 
iS the ability, to nick-un, traffic between  the seven malor  

-coMmunities  in the AGT,recion-k. ,Potential traffic existà 
between. TOwns Band D, B and F, Gand  F, and (poSsibly)between 
Towns C and B. The cost of backhauling the- v.f. ,traffic -  tothe. 
community C.O's (before_transmisSion over'a 2-Gat - radio system) 
will Cost Ut least as.much uà  the additional_cost of. • 
intermediate-site mültiplexas in the 18 GHz System. Backhauling 
v.f. channels over long distances  May-also give poor:quality 
channels. It is not possible-to:quantify -  the back-haulingicosts, 
or tee potentiaI.increase'in quality  of service  1,14.#11 :intermediate 
drop-andinsert  sites, dtle•to lack:of 'trafficandnetWorkdata. -  

4 mix Of2 GHz radios-.(fOr the - ,verrlong single hops) 
and'18 GHt radios (for the short'to medium lengthpaths, orthose 
.paths requiring - intermediate drop-and"insertHfaCilities) i may 
prove to be the:optimuà frod-the-.Viewpoint offirst:dosts,, but 

'the maintenance - philosophy of-three systems.(2 Gaz 	le Gilt - 
radios, plus  digital cabIewould:havetà-beanalyzed:carefully - 
before:preferring:a:three systemLchoicetoa,twor.systemfaCiiity 
diVersity,plan. -  This three--SYStem mix - has.nOt:been Hinvestigated: 
in this-report dlie,to_the uniquecharaCteriSticss -of'each:=Office. • 
consolidation plan  which will PreClUdeHjeneralilationOf.-the 
,result 
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Anotner interesting consideration which was not 
investigated further, (due to its doubtful administrative 
feasibility), was the possibility of using existing grain 
elevators at the communities as structures for mounting . the 18 
GHz (or 2 Gliz) radios on to. Grain elevators existed at every 
community (except Town Bi which already had a'235 ft/72 m tower) 
and were at least 100-150 ft (30-46 m) high. Almost certainly 
line-of-sight patàs existed between the roofs of these grain 
elevators and the 235 ft tower in Town B; perfect for radio 
mounts! 

As a final comparison, it is of value to  compare the 
 predicted costs of the system (from the Cost Models generated) 

and the results of the evaluation exercise. The total (radio 
route) kilometres, of the office consolidation plan is 191.7 km, 
with an average capacity of fractionally over-the. 4 DS-1 rate 
equivalent. If the 191.7 km is assumed  to be a tandem 	. 
installation,  the cost model  (see Figure 25 of the Technical and 
Cost Model) quotes,  a 1978 technology  cost of $562.5  k. Adding  on 

- the cost of additional  radios  and multiplex's brings,  the cost to 
close-to $600 K which compares  quite closely  to the "18 e pole" 
1978 technoloqy  model evaluation  costs of  $570K ,  (approx.).  

9.4.2 	Gravenhurst Region 

Using 1978 technology, the 18 GHz total system costs 
were $119,800. The total cable kilometres was 67.2. Due to the 
rocky nature of the soil, (and the thickly wooded terrain), an 
aerial system will have to be employed. Assuming a minimum  (new) 
cost of $6,000 per kilometre, the cable transmission system costs 
are approximately $403,000. If cable conditioning is possible, 
the estimate will vary depending on the quality of the cable, 
but, in any case, it will not be less than $2,000 per kilometre, 
whicn gives a transmission system cost of approximately $134,000. 
An equivalent unprotected 2 GHz radio transmission system would 
cost between $180,000 and $315,000 depending on the equipment 
used. 

Again, as a final comparison,  the 1978 technology  Cost - 
Model gives  a figure  of $125,000 for a 37 km tandem -  system;  (the. 
three systems.  are assumed  to be in a tandem  configuration).  . 
Adding  extra for modems,  and adiustinq other  minor costs, still 
gives  a figure.  of less than $130,000 which is close to the 
evaluation figure.  

9.4.3 	Collingwood Region 

The 1978 technology evaluation model cost $109,400, - 
although it is interesting to note that the Collingwood - 
Duntroon link.only cost $44,550 of this figure (or $40,740 if an 
18 m pole is used at Duntroon). The Duntroon - Singhampton link 
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was more expensive because-of the additional repeater required 
between the communities despite-their close proximity. The cable 
costs from Collingwood to.Duntroon are.assumed at $4,500 per. 
Kilometre since the soil would allow easYbUrying  in places,•and 

-a portion of the route is already duCted. The Collingwood - 
Duntrcion cable  transmission  system would therefore cost $49,500. 
Beyond Duntroon, the cable would go aerial at a minimum  cost of 
$6,000 per.kilometre, giving an extra span cost•of : $54,000. The 
overall cable-transmission system 'Costs from Cealingwood to 
SinghamptOn would therefore be at least e103,500.  The  optimum . 

 mix would'be a radio link between Collingwood and Duntroon, and a 
cable lin  between'Duntroon and Singhampton. The cost:of this 
transmission  system would be approximately $95 K. In many,caseS. 
a mix of radio and cable looks very attractive. A 2 Gaz 	- 
unprotected radio. system would cost around.$60,000  for the 
Collingwood - Duntroon span and about $85,0,00 for the Duntroon'.- 
Singhampton span, las additional repeater-Would still_be required' 
between 'Duntroon and Singhampton). 

As an additional comparison,  the cost.modèl.predicts a 
costof-$0,000. Even•adding.in the additional  drop-and-insert' 
eguipmentreguired (gorDuntrooh) the  Cost-model  figure  is well 

 'below the'$109,400 figure  of the evaluation.  This is - due-to the 
addïtionalrepeater required betweee,DuntroOn and•Singhampton_ 
becaùsé of the difficult topography. 

9.5 	GENERAL COMMENTS 

The Rural-Microwave Radio is generally competitive  in 
 both Trunk  and Feeder systeMe-from the evaluatiôn exercise. ,It 

is more flexible  than a 2 Gflz radio system,  and ià particularly  
Competitive  with new cable installations. The'costs found in the 
evaluation 'exercise agreed fairlycIosely -  with those that would, 
.have been obtained if the' ocst model data had  been superimpcisèd . - 
on the.system model(, 5 ) using-almost linear :extrapolation. - .'I.e., 
once the system exceeds - a few tens of kilometres'in total-lengthi 
a linear incremental cost model cohId'be used similar to' the 

	

cable installation costs which are quoted in dollars/km. 	. 

- TheA.GT Region A OffiCe Consolidation plan-enVisaged. , 
connecting together communities with.span-lengths of between 13' 
and'42.25:Km; the average being 32 km.- This average span length 
is much'larger'than anticipated etc:mil  earlier demographic,studies 
analyzed'in:the Interim Repot -0 5) . In that:report, '10 km was:, 
found to be the average separation • of coMmunities. The larger. ' 
the separation distance betWeen Comunities which need to be 

. interconnected by radio, the more a 2 GHz system is-favoured...over' 
an 18 GHz•system if comparable availability»is ta,be achieVed:.• 

	

•. ,Per  hop costs alwavsfavour  1ELGHz,',and,.. if -intermediate 	, • 
drop-and-insert  is required betweenmalor communities,  the 2,GHz 
radio option- . ceases  to be competitive.  :Coordination 'at: . 2,GHzmay 

' also pose severe problems whiCh will,nôt - be:ericountered.at 18 
and-alSo v.f. backhaul Costs, need'_to be considered., 
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The 18 GHz Rural Microwave Radio appears to be the 
optimum solution in the Gravenhurst DMS-1 transmission system, 
although it is marginal in the Collingwood DMS-1 plan. .The 
Collingwood Duntroon span of the Collingwood DMS-1 system, 
however, would be very competitive using the Rural Microwave 
Radio and, since the Duntroon - Singhampton span is not required 
for several years after the introduction of the Collingwood - 
Duntroon span, either 1985 technology 18 GHz radios could be used 
(which will cost $52,050 as opposed to $68,650 for 1978 
technology radio) or a cable could be used to extend the 
Collingwood DMS-1 systel to Singhampton, when this extension is 
reguired. 

Finally, when-comparing costs, it is important to bear 
in mind the quality of service required and the quality of 
service each "competing" system is designed to give. 

For the facility-diversity example, the availability of 
the individual systems need not be as high as a stand-alone 
(protected) system. The lowest calculated availability the Rural 
Microwave Radio would give (due to equipment and propagation 
outages) would be 99.872% in the Town D - Town B span which is 
almost 70 Km long. The unprotected stand-alone cable design 
objective( 2 ) for this length is 99.94%, an apparent "degradation ." 
of 0.07%. An availability of 99.872% however, is more than 
adequate to give an overall joint system availability (with.a 
facility-diversity cable) of >99.99%. 

In the DMS-1 examples, the Rural Microwave Radio had .  
design objectives well in excess of 99.96%, which is the design 
objective of»  unprotected DS-1 rate cable( 5 ). In some cases, 

- cable and Rural Microwave Radio may be required to act in 
facility-diversity for MS-1 systems due to particular 
reliability problems (e.g., lightning induction surges due to 
poor grounding, which will cause unacceptably high cable repeater 
failures). In these cases, system availabilities in excess of 
99.99% will  be achieved with facility diversity. 
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10. EVOLUTION 

The Rural Microwave Radio can evolve in many different 
directions, the broad guidelines being determined by technical 
requirements on the one hand and costs on the other. k.system 
for - distributing CATV will have different priorities tO one aimed 
at a purely telephony market,,while a system designed -to provide 
an integrated service will have yet another set of design 	• 
constraints. The bottom line as .always will be cost, and in thiS 
section an attempt will be made to predict, or suggest, the 
evolution of a very-low-coet transmission system for most 

 potential light-route radio applications. 

During  the  evaluation exercise, it was apparent. that a 9 
g/30.ft high antenna Support' structure:(typically  a, steel  or . 
concrete pole) would limit the average hop-iength:‘to aro -und 
km. With 3-5 km hop lengths, the availability of the Rural 
Microwave Radio would be determined by one factor only:-equipment 
reliability. For any given system which Utilizes 3-5 km hop 
lengths (instead of the 1..originale'10 km), the equipment 
reliability must,be increased by a factor of between2 and 3 to 
maintain the same system availability. Other counter balancing 
advantageà accrue, however, some of which are: .  

• simpler maintenance (i.e., radio within (cherry 
pickere height) 

• design independent of rainfall area (increased 
standardization) 

• very cheap pole (no need to light pole or provide 
safety rail, etc.) 

• easy route planning. 
• 

A system with 3-5 km hop'lengths will require a large 
number of repeaters and so, to compete effectively with new cable 
systems, the two-way repeater costs must be reduced to less than 
$12,000 (1978) per side, installed.  How,can this figure be 
achieved? 

A possible - cost-breakdown is'shown below: 

Remote power source - 	$ 2,009 

2x(Radio - and antenna sUbsystem).: 	$ 5,000 - 

9 m concrete pole (installed) 	S $.4,000 

-- 

$12,DOQ  (1978) 

Installation and test - 
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The installation and test figure, and the pole costs, 
can both be met with 1978 technology and techniques. Ignoring 
the cost of the site (which should be trivial considering only 
4mz of land is required reasonably close to a road or a. 
right-of-way), the two areas of uncertainty are the remote power 
source and the radio and antenna subsystem. These will be 
considered in more detail. 

Remote Power Source 

From the many possible alternatives, there appear to be 
only two which will be low-cost, reliable, environmentally 
acceptable, and technically possible: a solar voltaic generator 
and a wind turbine. Both sources require a large amount of 
backup batteries. For the Ottawa area, about 30 days of backup 
supply will be required for the solar-voltaic generator, while 
the wind-turbine will only require 10 days( 51 ). Ottawa is an 
area with a low average wind speed( 51 ) and the 10 days is 
therefore a generally pessimistic number for Canada as a whole. 
A French device - the Aerowatt - costs, for a 23 watt (average) 
wind turbine, plus batteries, regulations, etc., a total of about 
$5,000 nowc 51 ). This cost is expected to reduce, although it 
probably will not reach the target of $2,000, without substantial 
sales, by 1985. The overall area of the generator above is 
1.2x1.5 m and it weighs 22 1g( 51 ). 

A 20 watt (average) solar voltaic generator - plus 
batteries, regulators, etc. - costs $5,000 now, but this cost 
will have reduced to $3,000 by 1982 and $1,000 by 1986( 51 ), in 
1978 dollars. The weight of the solar cell array will be around 
20 Kg but a total array area of 3.7 11 2  will be required in the 
Ottawa area( 51 ). I.e, four 1 mz panels will need to be utilized. 

The problem with a remote power source-for.the Rural 
Microwave Radio appears therefore to be not the cost of the unit 
but the phvsical  size. What is the point of having a slim pole 
and an aesthetically designed radio, if .a large square-shaped 
structure of more than four times the area of the radio has to be 
clamped to tne top of the pole? The integrated (mechanical) 
design of the radio/antenna/pole/remote power source will need to 
be studied carefully, but it is expected that a suitable design, 
can be blended in with the pole, particularly if the 
solar-voltaic approach is used. Intuitively, it is also expected 
that the solar-voltaic source will be more reliable'sînce it will 
have no moving parts (whicn are susceptible to freezing . , etc.) 
and will 'fail soft". A few bullets through a solar cell array 
should not catastrophically affect the power generation, but one 
well-placed shot could destroy the main shaft of a small wind 
turbines 

It is therefore anticipated that the integrated Rural 
Microwave Radio/Remote Power Source will evolve in the direction 
of a solar-voltaic generator designed into the pole structure. 
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b) 	Radio and àntenna Subsystem 

If a maximum hop—length of 5.km is assumed, the per—hop 
fade margin will increaseloy about 6 dB (from the 10 km - hop 
length system model) to 33 dB. The rain outage over 5 km with a 
fade margin of 33 dB is less than 6 minutes per year on average 
even in one of the worst rainfall areas,  Ottawa. 

What happens if the fade margin is reduced (to lower the 
cost of the system)? The following are typical worst case outage.  
results: 

FADE MARGIN 	OUTAGE PER—YEAR, PER 5 km HOP 

These outage values are quite low 
possible to reduce the fade margin without 
availability requirements. Where mould be 
reduce the system  gain, and  hence the fade  

and so it should be - 
compromising the 
the best place to 
margin? - 

Reducing the antenna size-to 0.3 m (from 0.6  in) in 	- 
diameter, reduces the gain ey 6 dB. The 6 dB reductien in gain 
is accompanied by a beamwidth increaSe te ±29, which will allow 
easier installation and  .a pole.with less rigidity. Bot h.  these 
items are worth achieving, but à reduction in antenna diameter 
below 0.3 m is not recommended since this  will  reduce the 
directivity toe much, and hence increase the susceptibility of 
the system to blockage and interference. -  The cost of an 0.3 m 
diameter will probably be,the same:as that of. an  0.6 m diameter 
antenna since the bulk of the Cost is in the fabrication and not 
the  metal content. The antenna need not be mounted on top -  of the 
pole, however. To simplify maintenance even - further, the radio 
and antenna could be mounted vertically about 3 m up.the pole - 
with a periscope antenna at the tip of the pole.- . Alternatively, 
a long (and expensive!) waveguide:.run Could be used to  taie  the: 
rf energy;from the radio near,the base of the, pole to a -  regular 
Crogsgrain antenna at the top of  .the pole, or the rf mixer-could 
be mounted with ,  the antenna at the top of the mast and_only the 
higher i.f. taken between  the mainelectronids package of  -:the 
radio and the antenna. 

If the pole is only 9 m high, there- is really no 
maintenance advantage to be gained'in anyof .- the above proposals 
which will counterbalance the degraded technical Performance. - 
Waveguide losses at 18 GHz -  are about 0.1:.dB/ft buti - as-well as 
this problem, there is —the dietinct:possibility of getting -water: 
in a long waveguide feedrun which is 'expoSed:to the - elements.: 
This probably rules out the economic - Use cif'long wavèguide runs 
sincethere is little  point in increasing maintainabilitv.if, 
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doing  so, the equipment  needs to receive  maintenance visits'a lot 
.more  often. A'careful line must be drawn between maintenance and 
reliability, with telco  operating  and maintenance procedures  as a 
final guide.  I.e., there is again little point in having a 
system which only requires simple maintenance and diagnostic 
procedures, if it requires skilled riggers to access it. If the 
radio  needs to be mounted 18-27 m  off  tile ground, it should .  be  
designed for maximum reliability  with maintainability only as a 
secondary objective. 	. 

A paradox is thetefore developing. To achieve minimum . 
 cost and maximum system simplicity and reliability, a low pole is 

required with the radio and antenna subsystem integrated at the 
top. To achieve adequate-clearance over trees, however, the pole 
needs to be.at  least 18 m high. Unfortunately, for structures 18 
m, or more, high, only specially skilled craftspersons can be 
used to access the equipment. If the radio is located near the 
ground to overcome this problem, system losses may be so high 
that multihop systems prove unacceptable due to botà unduly long 
rain outages and increased maintenance visits. 

The solution may ne achieved by the evolution of two 
system approaches; one in which systems are required to connect 
communities (i.e., intercommunity links) and a second in which 
systems are required for intracommunity links (i.e., DMS-1 
spans). In the former, .intercommunity, case, fairly straight 
roads exist due to the moderately high road traffic and so the 
'low profile ' (9 m) pole system can be used along the roadside to 
give excellent low-cost multihop availability. In the latter, 
intracommunity, case, the roads (if they exist!) could be unpaved 
and tortuous with a lot of obstructions in the path (usually 
trees). The system lengths for intracommunity links, however, 
are usually <15 Km and so single-hop  systems could be used, if 
need be with 27 m poles/towers. Since there will only be a few 
sites, reliability can be decreased slightly to increase 
maintainability, and either a periscope antenna used (giving, 
say, an additional 8 dB link loss due to spillover and 
misalignment), or a long waveguide feed (giving, say, an 
additional 16 dB link loss due to waveguide attenuation). With 
27 m poles, it will be very difficult to mount a remote power 
source at the top of the structure and still meet the low-cost 
and antenna alignment criteria. These one-hop ehigh profile' 
systems will nearly always be used in conjunction with• a 
subscriber carrier remote digital multiplex switching unit, 
however. A self-contained power source will therefore not be 
required for the radio system since it can use the same prime 
power source as the remote switch - whether it is hydro or a 
large  remote power source. 

No detailed study has been carried out on the two 
evolutionary approaches above, but they appear to offer logical 
answers to the development of low-cost light-route radio systems. 
The two schemes are shown in Figures 10-1, and 10-2. In the  glow 
profile" multihop system, the radio, 0.3 m diameter antenna, and 
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Front  View 

Figure 10-1 "Low•Profile" Evolutionary Model ShOwing 0.3m Diameter Antennas 
and 4 m2  Solar-Array. The Back-up Batteries are Contained in the 

Housingsat the Base of the Pole 
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remote solar-voltaic power supply are integrated with a 9 m pole. 
In the 'high-profile', generally single-hop, system, an 0.6 m 
diameter antenna is integrated with the radio and mounted about 3 
m up the pole with a periscope antenna at the top. An integrated 
remote-power source is not included in the design. The radios  
fog.  both svstems  will be identical (typically +17 dBm re output). 
The crucial question whicn will only be answered if further 
predevelopment work is carried out is: can the radio/antenna 
costs meet the target of $2,500 per Tx/Rx? 

With the 'low profile' system, the r± power could be 
reduced to +10 dBm, giving a 5 km fade margin with an 0-.3 m 
diameter antenna, of 20 dB approximately. I.e.', a maximum  rain 
outage of 25 minutes pér year per hop. For a typical 30 km Iink, 
this equates to a total system outage of 150 minutes, or rather 
more than 0.02%. Even with equipment outages, the availability 
exceeds the unprotected system limit of 99.96%( 5 ). 

If only 10 dBm rf power is required, novel radio and 
electronic techniques could be used which might conceivably 
reduce the unit price of an antenna and radio subsystem- to 
<$2.500.- This would be particularly possible if relaxed 
frequency licensing criteria permitted the use of low stability 
frequency generators and phase-locked translation loop 
techniques. The cost of a a+10 dBme radio, coàpared to. the 
'regular' +17 dBm radio, may .not be sufficiently low, however, to 
warrant tne destandardization of the +17 dBm regular design. 
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Side View Front View 

Figure 10-2 "High Profile" Evolutionary Model Showing 0.6 m Diameter Antenna 

Plus Periscope Reflector, and Remote Concentrator Switch Building 

(for a DMS-1 Remote, Say) 
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